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Multiple ''Universes"
Writing

essays

tliese

is

the

where I'm not only trying
of a

subject. I

don

't

us would act the
same way in a noisy, sweaty
crowd of strangers as we would, say,
alone on a serene mountaintop?
Locusts, too, change their behavior
drastically

when

in the

company

of others, and they go so

change

far as to

physically, as well. In fact,

entomologists originally mistook

what

now

are

called the solitary

and gregarious locust phases to be
distinct species.

Locusts that Hve alone are
like

your

when

grasshopper. But

much

garden- variety

skittish,

into a critical mass, the

convey information, I'm trying

always succeed, but when I

professional happiness.

Who among

most exhilarating and exhausting thing I do in
to

know of no greater

source of

I

his

And

didn't ask.

then he spoke in almost halting

syllables,

groping for the

sentences I've quoted above, about the passion he brings to his

column

about the cosmos.
Writing a "Universe" column, Tyson says, is "the closest thing I can
imagine to giving birth. I know women would say, 'You have no clue.' But
so much is coming out of me that when I
finish a column, I wonder if I can regenerate
the energy and the emotion to do it again in
thirty days."

Tyson wrote

insects

his first

column

His tor]' in January 1995.

The

for Natural

twelve years

been an extraordinarily exhe says,
"because the biggest discovery in science was

since then have

can swarm together into

citing time for astrophysics, in part,

black clouds of biblical proportions, capable

Ufe. It is

love, the love

(pictured below) is seldom at a loss for words.
"Universe" coluinn this month ("The Cosmic Perspective," page 22), he's written an even 100 columns of roughly 2,500 words
each: inore words, as he might put it, than there are iniles from Earth to
the Moon. But after he had patiently answered my questions about the
column with a practiced ease, he told me he wanted to answer a question

With

begin changing their color, size,
travel plans, and more. Ultimately
billions

convey

Neil deGrasse Tyson

they gather

same

do, I

—Neil deGrasse Tyson

to

of crossing oceans and

we
What about

the discovery of dark energy, the fact that

destroying vast tracts of cropland.

Hve in an accelerating universe."

Even now, an outbreak of desert

the next twelve years? "I want missions to
the water-bearing objects in the solar system,

locusts (Schistocerca gregaria) threatens

farmers in Eritrea and Sudan, on

Red

the coast of the

The migratory

Sea.

locust (Locusta

migmtoria) pictured here

when photographer
bayashi spotted

Hirado

in the

it

on

was alone

a hilltop

near

Nagasaki prefecture

To make

the insect can have.

—

image one that seems almost
"Photoshopped" Kuribayashi designed a long, narrow tube to extend
his

—

the focal length of his lens. With

most lenses, the depth of field shrinks
as one zooms in on a small subject.

With

the special equipment, though,

Kuribayashi managed to get both the
locust

and the

Actual
taineer:

size

distant bay in focus.
^

-

ihe lone

about twt

moun-

les.

-Erin Espelic
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next ten to fifteen years."

Satoshi Kuri-

ofJapan.Yet the unusual perspective
serves as a reminder of how much

power

which include Mars and some of the moons
ofjupiter. I want to know whether there's bacterial Hfe, or any kind of life at
all, thriving in those environments. That's something that's knowable in the
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Two of

this

month's features complement major exhibitions at two of
most important museums of science and natural history.

the nation's

Fossils, New Discoveries" opened March 30 at the
Chicago and runs through September 3. In "The Sauropod Chronicles" (page 34), Richard A. Kissel, a paleontologist at the
Field, notes that sauropod dinosaurs (the big plant-eaters with the long
necks) used to be thought of as giraffehke beasts that held their necks upright. In fact, Kissel reports, recent computerized reconstructions suggest

"Dinosaurs: Ancient

Field

Museum

in

downward to feed.
The second exhibition to complement one of our features is "Imperial Rome," on display from now through August 12 at the Houston
they held their necks horizontally, flexing them

Museum

of Natural Science. Readers with

a

weakness for archaeology,

geology, or history will find that Marie D.Jackson's article about the

stone that built ancient

Rome

("Vulcan's Masonry," page 40) offers a

fascinating counterpoint to the

the genius of ancient

Roman

Houston

exhibition, and a glimpse into

stonemasons.

—Peter Brown
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Blowing Hot and Cold
am befliddled that Donald
Goldsmith ["Ice Cycles,"
I

3/07] finds

it

"sad" that "the

present release of carbon
dioxide, mainly through

the burning of coal and

oil,

Milankovitch

actually published his

theory

much

earlier

than

1941 book, which Mr.
Goldsmith cites, and also
collaborated with Wegener

his

on the geologic evidence.

Donald Goldsmith

With Attitude," 2/07]. The

replies: John D. Marshall

eye of the octopus

suggests that the release of

scribed

as

carbon dioxide has saved us

In

the pupil

But because
ice ages come on slowly, we
would have plenty of time
to plan a Hmited release of

seawater,

from an

ice age.

overcompensates for any

Wegener's 1925 paper

cooling trend by several or-

(with Eduard Briickner and
Wladimir Koppen), "The

carbon dioxide to counter-

Climates of the Distant

present behavior has

ders of magnitude."

Why not

conclude, instead, that
possible that
ties that

ing

may

human

cause global

it is

activi-

Geological Past," includes

warm-

a "radiation

have saved us

all

from the onset of the next
catastrophic ice age?

curve" by

act

any cooHng trend.

such motivation;
instead

from our

it

Our

no

results

refrisal

fact,

ing in

open

to

interest-

required for color vi-

how

sion,

impact of continuing to in-

change

our burning of fossil
should not fight

is

is

itself.

four alpine ice ages.

One

de-

also

to consider the planetary

crease

which

is

a cornea.

have a question:
Octopuses have only one
visual pigment in the
photoreceptors of the
retina. Because at least
two visual pigments are
I

Milankovitch that matched

Wegener asked

having

its

can the octopus
color and even

its

texture in response to

its

environment, without

Milankovitch to extend

fuels.

his research "to find out

a

what the mechanical cause
of polar wandering could
be." But Wegener died in

one's house.

Donald Goldsmith cites the
analogy between Milutin

being able see whether its
changes match or contrast
with the background?

Octopus Eyes

Ivan R. Schwab,

Milankovitch's hypotheses

1930, before their collabo-

I

and the long period before
the acceptance of Alfred
L.Wegener's continental-

ration could continue.

a caption that

Matt Brzostowski

Jennifer A. Mather's article

School of Medicine

Houston, Texas

on octopuses ["Eight Arms,

Sacramento, California

John D. Marshall
Beaverton, Oregon

10

drift theory.
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cold snap by setting

fire to

have a small correction to

accompanies

M.D.

University of California,

Davis

Jennifer A. Mather relES: Ivan R. Schwab is
right about tlic lack of a
I'l

cornea;

did not

1

compose

drag between the fluid and

view, that's

the wall of the pipe, and

reported was so significant.

tive instead.
classic

is

disrup-

H.B. Cott's

Coloration iiiAiiinuils,

the error slipped by.

instructive

a

color-blind ani-

so

1940 hook, Adaplii'c

the original caption, and

How

on

less

energy' per

of fluid

is

needed

pound
move

the general

is

a

question that has

Roderick A. Dibble

Ohio

principles.

Chaj^riii Fiilh,

Spinmeister

Charles Liu

fascinated those

ccphalopods.

who

First,

study

cepha-

Charles Liu's assertion, in

thank Roderick A. Dibble

\olcano

for sharing his expertise.

not active enough to have

lopods can match background contrast, and they
do it well. Second, the reriectixe layers

of iridophores

and leucophores (which lie
beneath the chromatophore
pigment sacs) tend to reflect ambient light and thus
match background color to
a fair extent.

Third, pattern

his article

"Spin Control"

my

[3/U7|, that engineers de-

To be

sign pipeline systems "with

should read:".

Reynolds numbers no

Reynolds numbers lower

higher than about 2,000,"'

than about 2,000 to ensure

is

not correct. True,

Reynolds number
2,300

is

a

ot about

the transition point

between laminar and turbulent tlovv. But except in
unusual

cases,

an engineer

accurate,
.

.

Turbulent flow leads to

e-mail

Just as pipeline systems

by

their

as the

contact

is

what makes

/))' /i7.v

to

letters

lelephone number, and
letters

my

and

It

may

all

be edited for

Icnj^tli

clarity.

bullet-resistant vests

police officers possible.

it

slionld include a daytime

so, too, are as-

trophysical systems. In

nhmag@natural

646-356-6511. All

boundary condi-

—such
—

to

historymag.com

are strongly influenced

April

It

llhsliin^ion

Letters should be sent via

turbulent flow."

tions

less

Sciilile,

Natural History wclavnes

the fluid

conceal-

but

correspondence Jro\n readers.

much

all

active,

than about 3,000 to ensure

texture of its environment.

not

is still

Helens

State. The

laminar flow, and higher

between the pipe walls and

Finally,

St.

Washington

in

moved to Oregon.
Ann Bjork

text

with

would design a pipeline
for a Reynolds number
greater than 2,300.

is

I

animal matches the visual

generators ensure that the

Mount

|3/()7|,

replies:

I

(Contrary to what Robert
Anderson states in his
column "New Tubes"

that fluid along the pipe.

is

the result

Overactive Volcano

to

mal can match background
colors

why

ment involves background
matching; some

is

2007
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Pregnant mole-

diamonds, had been impossible

Space Bling

to apply to carbonados because

Carbonado diamonds,
nothing

sorption of relevant wavelengths

like their flashy

cous-

opaque black or
porous, sometimes

they're an

ins:

gray, with a

charcoal-like texture.

Conven-

diamonds, moreover, form

tional

under pressure deep within the
Earth and are shot toward the
surface

in

mask ab-

of silica impurities that

also

diamonds, are

called black

hot, volcanic pipes,

Grow Long
In a

colony of naked

mole

as

rats,

in

J

false-color

X-ray image.

a

of infrared light.

beehive, only one fe-

vised a

male

The team deway to remove the impu-

-.^^

—the queen —gets
A

mole-rat queen

rities

from crushed carbonados,

to breed.

then

made the standard

easy to recognize because her

analysis.

They also aimed

beam

brighter infrared

The

result

much

a

at im-

carbonado

purity-free areas of
slices.

infrared

was the

first

body

is

the longest one

colony. Furthermore,

is

the

in

once she

the other females fight

dies,

to replace her, and the victor

whereas the origin of carbo-

complete infrared analysis of the

grows longer with time. What's

nados has remained as dark as

carbonado diamond.

causing

their color. They're

the Central African Republic

in

and

Brazil,

and even there, they

never occur

A new

tions.

in

volcanic forma-

study has

finally

il-

luminated the mystery, showing
that carbonados

came

not from

below, but from far above

far

The study revealed the

found only

from outer space.

ence of hydrogen

—

the carbonados formed

—and a
deep

only under pressure,
Earth.

lack

form

of nitrogen clumps, which

and Kenneth C.

Catania, a neurobiologist at

hydrogen-rich environment,

such as outer space

ani-

mals, Erin C. Henry, a postdoctoral fellow,

a

in

the stretching?

all

Working with captive

pres-

a sign that

rat queen is
shown in a

y^

in

the

Those features, along with

others, indicate an extraterres-

Vanderbilt University

in

Nash-

together with a colleague,

ville,

took weekly X rays of mole
Concentrating on one

rats.

representative vertebra, they

hormones induce

nova explosion. Garai and Hag-

fourth lumbar

measured the length of the
in "new queens"

the growth spurts [see "Job

Haggerty, a geoscientist at

gerty say carbonados probably

(females recently paired with a

Growth," 12/04-1/05].

Florida International University

landed on Earth

Jozsef Garai and

his

former

graduate adviser, Stephen

E.

possibly

trial origin,

a super-

in

some

3 billion

mate) and

In

years ago, perhaps as a single,

elorette over a period of

leagues, analyzed the chemical

mile-wide asteroid that broke

and

bonds

apart before landing.

ing

in

carbonados by study-

how they absorb

light.

infrared

The technique, commonly

would have been

(Astrophysical Journal)

—Stephan Reebs

employed with conventional

is

sound advice that people forget
too often.

thing or

We could

two from

burtoni, a

little

learn a

from

the shallows of Lake Tanganyika
in

central Africa.

New research

shows that A. burtoni possesses

^for

five or

more preg-

nancies during the study period,

the lengths of the fourth

known

any mammal. Sure,
big belly to

many

it

for

takes a

accommodate that
why grow

fetuses, but

wide? According to

long, not

the bachelor-

was

than

remain slim enough to patrol

body

the narrow, subterranean tun-

after

is

fight

each other.

pregnancy. Most of the growth
in

less

a longer

probably a consequence of
the queens took place dur-

adviser, Russell D. Fernald, a

ing the second half of each

biologist at Stanford University,

pregnancy,

along with a colleague, placed

hormones peaked, suggest-

fish in

can reach twenty-

the investigators, queens must

in

14 percent. Thus

"bystander"

it

by 34 percent;

ette, the increase

his

litter of naked
numbers twelve

lumbars increased, on average,

among their rivals
watching only some of them

Logan Grosenick and

rats

eight, the largest

The males can deduce the

Astatotilapia

cichlid fish

—

logic

underwent

mole

pups, but

the queens that

pecking order

a fish.

"Pick your battles wisely"

all

powers of

surprising

Fishy Logic

a lot of carats.

two

a half years.

Among

Now that

The average

a mole-rat bach-

Miami, along with two col-

in

ing that the

when

nels of their colonies.

In

part

to prevent other females from

moms must
go to great lengths for

breeding. Mole-rat
literally

their babies. (Journal of Experi-

gestation

—S.R.

mental Biology)

the central

part of an experimental tank.

There the bystanders could

against one another. Thus the

watch staged, one-on-one fights

bystanders watched

between

and beat

males

five rival

in

com-

partments around the tank's
perimeter. To establish a

dominance hierarchy

among the

rivals,

the

investigators predeter-

mined the outcome of each
fight

contender

by handicapping one

— removing

water to stress

12

the other's

it,

it

one smart

closely ranked rivals

fish

NATURAL HISTORY
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from the

home tank. Only

Astatotilapia burtoni:

in

it

then placing

were pitted

C,

fish 6,

fish

ments on opposite sides of the

A fight

B fight and beat

and so on through

fights each

two

In

nearly

or four of the

day for eleven days,

visiting

him

improved odds
low-ranking

the complete hierarchy de-

gaps

in

their

knowledge.

Each bystander was shown two
males that had never fought

and E or B and

D— in

the

A

compart-

(a

sensible prefer-

ence, considering a bystander's

the bystanders had been able to

spite the

trials,

and spending

first

longer near him

the investigators tested whether

infer

the

all

bystander clearly identified the
lower ranking of the two males,

fish E.

After exposing eight bystanders to either

tank.

leap

is

That cognitive

roughly equivalent to the

reasoning

abilities children attain

around age
fish!

at beating a

rival).

four.

Not bad

for a

(Nature)

—Nick W. Atkinson

(D SAMPLINGS:
Cold Wind
from the East

Reading
the Leaves

During the most recent

There's nothing corny about

ice

age, sonne 20,000 years ago,

covered

a thick ice sheet

Canada and parts

was obviously

— but was

it

in

ice

most

economic challenge. But

new

emissions of carbon diox-

ide (CO2), an important green-

house gas.

CO2

sheet blew

a different direction? Xia-

a

study shows that corn can help

map

it is

so differ-

ent that the prevailing winds

south of the

global warming, perhaps the

serious environmental and

of the

quite different than

today

„»//;i|IHmV(,x«>>.

twenty-first century's

northern United States. The
climate then

sil

released by burning fos-

much

fuels includes

less of

hong Feng, an earth scientist
at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire, and
several colleagues came up
with a clever way to answer

the isotope carbon-14 than does

that question.

sis.

Feng's team analyzed
pieces of ancient

wood

two

rare,

from atmospheric

make up

CO2. Further-

CO2

into their

greenery during photosynthe-

So Diana

Y.

James

Hsueh and her
T.

Randerson, an

earth scientist at the University of
California, Irvine,

heavy isotopes

of the elements that

naturally occurring

more, plants incorporate carbon

adviser,

col-

lected across the continent
for

THE WARMING EARTH

CO2

a cost-

derived from

And what
job

in

required

fossil fuels.

better plant for that

North America than abun-

California

Ohio

(the

Hsueh and Randerson's team
analyzed the carbon-14

in

corn

and the eastern
Valley

relatively

few

in

the

less-

populous Rocky Mountains and
the Great

Plains.

known

The agreement

leaves gathered from sixty-seven

with

water, deuterium (hydrogen-2)

locations across the United States

use shows the technique

and oxygen-18. The isotopes
came from the rainwater

Early

and Canada, then made

taken up by the trees when

Some

they were

alive.

Because

rainwater molecules

heavy isotopes
before those

made

of

to Earth

fall

made

of light

effective

of sampling the

Adapters

of North

The investigators

dis-

surprising: plenty of emissions in

in

a year.

when

it

their entire

A new

life

cycles

comes to

global warming,

up" on slow-maturing plants

because they can evolve quickly
in

response to climate variations.
J.

hardly

Franks, an evolu-

tionary biologist at the Univer-

and two

amounts of deuterium and
oxygen-18 in North American
wood from the most recent
ice age decline from east to
west. Hence the winds pre-

colleagues studied field mustard

(Brassica rapa), a

nual plant

weedy

an-

common throughout

North America. The team

col-

after several years of
rainfall,

and again

in

a five-year drought.

heavy

pressure from drought.

of the postdrought

lineage were clearly adapted to

blew from the

a

reach

minimum

in

the

parched environment: under

dry conditions they had a higher

all

than predrought-

members, and under

three growing conditions

they flowered

iVIid-

heredi-

the field-mustard populations

wet growing conditions.

lineage

is

and changes with selective

2004, after

plants from the seeds, then

survival rate

tary

They grew

vailing across the continent

the levels of the two isotopes

was intermediate, confirm-

ing that flowering time

sites in California in 1997,

Members

a different pattern:

drought plants. Sure enough,
the timing of the hybrids' flowering

or

wood

alongside other pre- and post-

lected field-mustard seeds from

plants' offspring to dry, moist,

the ice age, beginning about

—S.R.

two

experimentally subjected the

east. After

high-level sources.

study shows that

sity of California, Irvine,

shows

help track emissions over time

complete

covered that the relative

10,000 years ago, the

a

(Geophysical Research Letters)

Steven

their origin, the ocean.

is

tool that could

What they discovered was

"leaf

were to

mapping

ture before reproducing; others

proportion of heavy isotopes
the ancient wood, the

emis-

reliable

and pinpoint

ma-

fast-maturing plants might have a

closer the rain clouds

CO2

map

patterns of fossil-fuel

sions derived from fossil fuels.

plants take decades to

isotopes do, the higher the

in

American

a

U.S.

in particular),

both densely populated regions,

and

dant, ubiquitous corn?

and colleagues

argue that plants provide

means

CO2 sampler: no assembly

earlier.

(During a

In

short,

had evolved.
Franks did not test the adaptive

responses of slow-matur-

ing plants, which include

many

species of trees. Nevertheless,

he reasons, the demonstrated
adaptability of fast-maturing
plants, such as field mustard, to

climate variability gives

them

an advantage over slow-maturing plants, which simply have

fewer generations, hence fewer

toward both
mark of modern
prevailing westerlies and the
storms that take place on

drought, early flowering gives

chances to adapt,

plants a better chance of repro-

Of course, Franks warns, if climate change becomes extreme,

both coasts. (Geology)

pre-

west and

rise

coasts, the

—S.R.

ducing before they wither.)
Franks's

Field

mustard

team then crossed

and postdrought

plants,

in

a given time.

even the weeds won't evolve

enough to keep

up.

(PNAS)

fast

— Rebecca Kessler

and grew the hybrid offspring
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What

Killed

ter

or been

Had Napoleon Bonaparte escaped

released from his exile on the South Atlantic island of Saint

believe,

Helena,

some

he might well have

western Medical Cen-

Napoleon?

Dallas

in

—^took

perhaps

arsenic,

emperor's death. They

nocuously), or that

evaluated his

historians

European history might have taken

been exposed to

another look at the

history

he had a

clinical

and autopsy

familial pre-

disposition to cancer.

a decidedly different course. But a recent

reports, his physician's

As

investigation into the cause of the former

memoirs, and other

weight, the

pertinent historical

group showed

documents

earlier study,

emperor's death there

in

1821, at age

fifty-

two, suggests otherwise.

The autopsy report

for

Napoleon

listed

stomach cancer as the cause of death. But

in

1961 investigators discovered elevated levels
of arsenic

in his hair,

spurring theories that he

had been poisoned, perhaps by
friend,

the

his

years

seemed to

In a

debilitating

recent study, a

thologists

team

—Alessandro

Hospital of Basel

in

led

some
of

Napoleon

March

by two pa-

Lugli of University

team

fall

two camps: the kiddie-menu

crowd and the supersize-me

set.

go after
bite-size prey, such as worms and
mice, which don't take much ef-

Small carnivores usually

fort to hunt. But

even the most

proficient hunter can catch only

was

thinks

Napoleon

infected with the bacterium Helicobacter

which could have caused an ulcer and

pylori,

ultimately led to his fatal cancer. (Nature

left

Saint Helena.

The team found no evidence that arsenic

ical

Menage

A new model

evolutionary ecologist, both at

the Samuel Roberts Noble Foun-

soils aren't par-

Chris Carbone, a biologist at the

ticularly

Zoological Society of London,

yet that's where Dichantheliunn

and two colleagues explains

lanuginosum, a species of grass,

how the

thrives.

balance between gains

and expenditures

carnivores' size

energy

in

—and

limits

and

owes

its

life,

survival to

protuberata, that lives

^the

tissues

According

new

Ardmore, Oklahoma,

in

along with two colleagues.

Grasses inoculated with a

virus-

free

form of the fungus acted

like

grasses that were entirely

just

fungus-free:

in its

—or so plant biologists

thought. But

dation

when grown in soil
warmed daily to 149 degrees,
they became shriveled and pale,

a symbiotic fungus, Curvularia

—

their prey

selection.

,

hospitable to plant

It

Clir)-

Hepatology)

—Graciela Flores

a Trois

Hot geothermal

developed by

&

Practice Gastroenterology

poisoning caused Napoleon's death (though

determines

consistent with

European power had he

The Carnivore's Dilemma
Land mammals that eat meat

(detail)

stomach cancer that would have

year

stomach cancer. The

prevented him from altering the balance of

Switzerland and Robert

M. Genta of the University of Texas South-

into

1840

31, 1814,

is

in his last

Such weight

life.

loss

Paul Delaroche, Napoleon at Fontainebleau,

his

twenty-four

pounds

case to 135 recent

had an advanced,

hypothesis.

an

on a collection of

conclusion:

refute the stomach-cancer

in

based

trousers, that he lost

stomach cancer. Their

in his later

same

modern pathology.
They also compared
confirmed cases of

Comte de Montholon. Moreover,

accounts of Napoleon's obesity

for the emperor's

with the methods of

his

supposed

accord

in

in-

and eventually died. Then, to

research has

J

to the model, as

body

size surpasses forty

uncovered
fair:

grass nor the fungus survives

troduced the virus into the

free fungus. Sure enough, the

mal weighing more

sweltering 149 degrees. But the

in

than about a ton

fungus,

fected fungus did. Moreover, the

enough

— no matter how
large —
survive.
good

reality:

fit

known mammalian

the larg-

predators,

such as the extinct short-faced

gained from catching small prey

bear,

soon lags behind

Those and even somewhat

nivores weighing

metabolic

rising

costs. For car-

more than about

forty pounds, the size of a coyote,
it

pays to switch to large prey,

so large carnivores hunt animals
i-lcsor

to their

n,\''',;ral

own

size.

history

April

2007

only

max out

at

around a ton.

smaller meat-eaters probably
close to the

edge

their delicate

in

it

two do just

turns out,

when

tissues.

^to

species get bigger, the energy

needs and hunting

14

est

newly infected fungus conferred

grees Fahrenheit;
together, the

That's a

As

when grown

virus-

A carnivorous mam-

extinct

small prey a day.

the increased thermal

tolerance, the investigators rein-

temperatures above 100 de-

with

many

sible for

separately, neither the

the energy gained.

,

so

confirm that the virus was respon-

more steeply than

prey

now

af-

costs of hunting rise

couldn't catch

bhort-faced bear,

the

a virus.

Grown

pounds, the metabolic

a third party to

a virus

live

energy balance.

protective

infecting

its

The discovery was made

the same

heat tolerance

level of

the grass as the naturally

in-

infected fungus had a similar protective effect

when

transferred to

by Luis M. Marquez, an ecologist,

the tomato plant, Solanum lyco-

and Marilyn

persicon.

J.

Roossinck, a

viral

V

Tomato

is

only distantly

related to grass, suggesting that

or bears' hibernation.
thinks that explains

Carbone

why more

large carnivores run a bigger
risk of extinction

maintaining

is

is

fine at a

than small car-

the virus affects a physiological

mechanism

for heat tolerance

common to many
All plants

some

plants.

harbor fungal symbi-

of which carry viruses,

nivores or vegetarians: they're

onts,

more vulnerable to changes in
the availability of prey. As na-

but this example

is

case of a

fungus, and a

virus, a

the

first

known

Indeed, they have advanced en-

ture's self-appointed custodians,

plant living together coopera-

ergy-conservation tactics, such

we

tively.

as lions' long bouts of inactivity

Biology)

should take note. (PLoS

—S.R.

Others surely remain to be

discovered. (Science)

—

C.F.
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warm welcome,

a stay

Ireland

in

you discover an island of contrasts

FROM CAPTIVATING

TO BREATHTAKING

CITIES

countryside, the island of Ireland can deliver a host of
activities.

Boasting breathtaking landscapes, magnificent

waterways, and castles that
you'll

come

alive

with historical significance,

be spoiled with choices for things to see and do

when you

visit Ireland.

Ireland's

unhurried pace and pretty terrain make

it

perfect

and

for biking, walking, cruising, fishing, horseback riding,

host of other sports.

With

a

well-established walking routes
Ireland's beautiful countryside

and glens

You can
pace of

to the loughs

and trails, it's easy to experience
up close, from the mountains

and canals and bogs and moorlands.

interact with local

life

a

mild year-round climate and tons of

in rural Ireland,

communities and savor the relaxed
but never be

from much-needed

far

amenities. Take in the intriguing lunar landscape of the Giant's

Causeway
Heritage

renowned
ancients,

The

County Antrim, Northern

in

Site.

for

who

Ireland's first

World

—a geological phenomenon,
layered basalt— mystified the

This stretch of rock

columns of

its

believed

it

be the work of giant Finn McCool.

to

Moher

awe-inspiring Cliffs of

one of the most amazing views

in

in Ireland.

raging Atlantic Ocean, these majestic

County Clare boast
Towering above the

cliffs

distance of about eight kilometers and offer
walks. The Cork/Kerry area

stretch out for a

some

brilliant cliff

famed for its stunning, white sandy
stretches of beach. The Ring of GuUion in County Armagh is
a unique geological landform. A ring dyke not found anywhere
else in Ireland, the heather-clad Slieve GuUion is surrounded
by a

circle of

low

hills.

mountain of mystery

is

Slieve GuUion's reputation as Ireland's

arises

from

its

rich associations with Irish

legends and myths.

A

land that has nurtured poets, playwrights, and musicians,

Ireland

rich in arts, music,

is

more magical.
its

Ireland's literary

and culture

and

to

make your

storytelling tradition

pubs, with the ghosts of Joyce, Yeats, Beckett, Wilde, and
corner. You can sit back and
homespun philosophy in Dublin, listen to storytelling

Kavanagh lurking round every
marvel
in

trip

haunts

at

Armagh, or sample

For

more

a poetry reading

information,

visit

on the Aran

Islands.

www.discoverireland.com.
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Ireland has

many

luxurious castles where you can

live like a

Of course, the accommodations have improved over
the last 300 years. To discover more, call 1.800.SHAMROCK
king.

uon.m.

Yourveiy own Ireiaria

^

or visit us at discoverireland.com
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Southwest Louisiana/

to

Lake Charles, and

-

Mssei

visitlakecha

RQIcr

bottom:

les

bons temps rouler

OR THE PERFECT FAMILY
Louisiana/Lake Charles,

;

horseracing, nature
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TRIP, VISIT

SOUTHWEST

known for scenic beauty, lakes and beaches,
and more than 75 annual festivals. From

trails,

the Mardi Gras to the Contraband Days Pirate Festival, there's an exciting

event almost every

weekend

in the state's festival capital.

Drive or walk along the Creole Nature Trail All- American Road, which
takes you through the marshlands
parishes. Alligators can be seen

more

active

and beaches of Calcasieu and Cameron

throughout the

but normally are

year,

on windless, warm, sunny days. From November to February,
and snow geese near the Sabine National Wildlife Refuge,

you'll find blue

spend the winter in Central

a resting area for other transient birds that

and South America. You might
otter, rabbit, squirrel,

1

also spot armadillo, coyote, mink, nutria,

raccoon, skunk, and white-tailed deer.

Don't miss out on Southwest Louisiana's famous Cajun French and Creole

I^^^^^^B^ fl^^^^^^H

cuisine,

from

jarabalaya,

gumbo, and

pudding. Several restaurants feature

For

more

boudin and bread

spicy crawfish to

live

Cajun music almost every night.

information, visit www.swlaoutdoors.com.

Broad-Tailed

Our 6-day
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Humndngbird

tours transport you to a

—

diversity of habitats
all with high
bird species diversity

Enjoy great food, private cabin
accommodations, gift shop, and
spectacular views

Small group

sizes

from 8—1

persons

Call and speak to our bird guide,
P.O. Hulce, for more information
Elegant Trogon, Elf and Whiskered Screech-Oxvl,

hummingbirds and more

I
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The

Now
situated

only takes

five

on

hours.

The

is

and the

co\'ered in ice sheet,

is

airport

largest island in the world,

where the Atlantic meets the Arctic Ocean.
rest
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to Greenland

is
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now open

FROM

— and

it

Greenland

is

Eight)'-five percent oi

— an area about the

size

of

icc-frcc.

While those
play a

main

Kangciiussuaq, Greenland's

to

—

US

AIR CRHIZNLAND HAS A DIRECT FLIGHT

Baltimore

the countiy

France

from the

direct route

first

^OeJt'^-ytaO'ffrtJ

search of an extreme adventure might explore the ice cap or

in

round of ice

golf,

a dogsled. Wliether

most

on

a

tourists experience the magnificent icy landscape

shon

trip

of a two-week adventure, you can expect

an unforgettable experience, thanks to the breathtaking scener\' and

wildlife,

not to mention the sled dogs and dogsled drivers. In summer, because of the

midnight sun,

it

is

light

around the

clock,

dreamlike backdrop to the landscapes.

want to? You might also
cruise

around the

fly

and the low-hanging sun brings

You won't

sleep

over the ice cap and a sea

drifting bergs: the only

ways

to get

a

much, but who would

full

of icebergs or take a

around

arc by air or boat,

since Greenland has neither roads nor railroads connecting towns.

About

a third

of Greenland comprises the world's largest national park.

Lc)cated in the northeast, the park shelters polar bears, walruses, reindeer,

oxen, and a growing stock of wolves, as well as

many

musk

bird species. Wliales are

easy to spot, and seals and walruses are plentiful.

Book your

trip at

www.airgreenland.gl.

Introducing the First Direct Route Between Greenland
and the United States...

...Baltimore
to

Kangerlussuaq.

Starting

May 2007

air

Greenland
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Instant boating adventures

Sea Eagle

with

OUNDED

^

M

EAGLE SELLS INFLATABLE
own design. Boasting superior

IN 1968, SEA

boats and kayaks of

its

materials and high-quality accessories. Sea Eagle boats

are great for fishing, camping, exploring,

boats and kayaks

inflatable

B^

outdoor

and many other

activities.

Sea Eagle has a broad range of great inflatable boats for

from the affordable Motormount Boats to the

fishing, ranging

patent-pending FoldCat Inflatable Pontoon Boat. For action-

packed Whitewater paddling, there's nothing

-'
-

'

of inflatable kayaks has the strength for Class 4 rapids and the

-^tJi.

"

comfort for long river

gH ^1^'

try the

trips.

Sea Eagle 330.

It

For a spontaneous weekend getaway,

weighs just twenty-six pounds and

in a small bag. Interested in water sports?

^^HpH^S^g^^'

^^$^^^^^/"S^l

vamtm

^

learn

more about these

a dealer near you, visit

944-7496

TheOne&Onlv

.

Sea Eagle FoldCat
•

Sneak

•

Economical

Silently
to

tt-

-

(Dept.

the SailCat 14sc, a fun sailing

and

is

great for kids to learn on.
easier.

With the new 4Pay

quality boats,

and to locate

www.seaeagle.com or

call

1-800-

N2047B),

Cai]
MORE STUFF TO DO

\

•

,

^;;

SUV or RV
'See

up on Fish
Buy or Use

is

9'2" to

monthly installments.

To Stealth Fishing Boat
Carry in your Car,

adults,

Buying a Sea Eagle has never been

5 Minutes From
•

this year

from

program, you may break up your credit card payments into four

To

;-^ea Ea gleFoldCat

New

14', are available.

catamaran for up to four

all

OUTSIDE
THAN YOU CAN SHAKE

our boats at

SeaEagle.com

A STICK

AT.

y'

Full Fabric Floor

& Strong

"

Set up Fast
Southwest Louisiana's great outdoors
are fiUed

with exotic

flora, fishing

Uur Sea Eagle

FoldCat 375fc

is

draft
fish

Rated 9.7 on
1 to 10 scale by
North American

simply the best

small boat for fishing. Because of

shallow

its

and quiet hull, you can silently sneak up on
wherever they lurk. But that's not all. The

and nature

aOO-944- 7496
DVD

color catalog,

•751b.

•12'4"x4'4"
•Takes 3

for

video

&

Throw in some Cajun

yourself a "fetching" vacation.

See more at www.SeaEagle.com or
FREE

trails.

cooking and music, and you've got

on & snap off swivel seats, rodholders, oarlocks,
motormount and carry bag.

Call

wildlife, captivating

& hunting, natural wetlands

Fishing Club

FoldCat sets up in just 5 minutes. It features
great standing stability, more fishing space, snap

Holds

hull material

1

HP

Southwest Louisiana

Motor

or 2 Adults

sample.

LAKE CHARLES

Patent

SE/IEmE.cm
19 N. Columbia Si, Suite #1 Port Jefferson,
,

Dept.

NH047B
NY 1 1777

MMMMMm
tWtntnk

CERTlFtEDi

fits

The Sport Runabout

Series can take large outboard motors; four models,

fe??^

Light

the company's

Explorer Kayaks. Used for river trips around the world, this line

^'

,

like

Pending
Light Weight

Folding

Frame Design

SWLAout doors, com
1.800. 456. SWLA
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Where you want
USUALLY A

to be.

TOURIST DESTLNATION HAS ONE, OR MAYBE
make

movie was filmed

may be a historical
It may be beautiful
there. It may be all of

be off the beaten track, a place apart in a

world where fads and

two, things that

it

truly distinctive.

attraction, great wildlife viewing, a

or dangerous
this.

And

it

— or both. Maybe a

may

y

hit

It

unique event.

trends and buzz are mistaken for authenticity.
Let's look a

240 nights
5c', it's

a

Right.

It's

little

deeper. This

a year at

is

a place

peak sunspot

where whales and icebergs cross

doine for thousands of vears.

Not all

in

In about
That's a

It

Or

paths, the icebergs drifting south to

summer

vacation, just like they've

been

longer.

see

— and hear

-

the

seabirds. 35 million of 'em.

one spot?

300

lot

spots.

of spots.

has the oldest European settlement in the

Columbus
More

images

critlcrs.

You should

It

fantastic

bit northern.

melt, the whales heading north for a

Smart

where the sky conjures

activity.

sailed the

New World,

a sod hut Viking village built

500 years before

ocean blue.

northern hints, and definitely on the east coast. Those Vikings were travellers.

has the oldest funeral

monument

in

North America, dating back thousands of years,

to a time before the

pyramids.

Hmm. Aboriginal,
So,

for sure

we have north and

east

— northeast — on the Atlantic coast, and

it's

full

of funny-sounding words that deal mainly with the catching offish.

can

take this to the

bank: the Flat Earth Society says

it's

a culture with a

And

if

625-page

that doesn't give

it

dictionary'

away, you

one of the four corners of the world.

Newfoundland and Labrador.
Yep, that's the place.

So

To

this vear. find voursclf or lose yourself, in

find

out more

call

Ncufoundland and Labrador.

1-800-563-6353, or

to order your free Traveller's Guide.

visit

us as www.NewfoundlandLabrador.com

UNIVERSE: THE 100TH ESSAY

The Cosmic
Perspective
For

month's special anniversary

this

of his "Universe" column, Neil deGrasse Tyson
explains how embracing cosmic realities can give us

more enlightened view of human

a

life.

By Neil deGrasse Tyson

Of

all

the sciences cuhivated by maiiliind,

Astronomy

is

ncknowleiigecl to he,

and undoubt-

most sublime, the most

edly

is,

ing,

and the most

the

useful. For,

interest-

by knowledge

derived from this science, not only the bulk

of the Earth

is

discovered

.

.

.

;

but our very

facidties are enlarged with the grandeiu- of

the ideas
[their]

it

conveys, our minds exalted above

low contracted prejudices.

—James Ferguson, Astronomy Explained
Upon Sir Isaac Neivton's Principles, And
Made Easy To Those Who Have Not Studied
Mathematics (1757)

knew
Iong universeanyone
had
beginbefore

that

the

^ning,

a

before

we knew

the nearest large galaxy

lies

that

two

half million light-years from
Earth, before we knew how stars
work or whether atoms exist, James
Ferguson's enthusiastic introduction

and

&t

a

to his favorite science rang true.
Yet his words, apart from their
eighteenth-century flourish, could
have been written yesterday.
But who gets to think that way?

Who

gets to celebrate this cos-

mic view of life? Not the migrant
farmworker. Not the sweatshop
worker. (Certainly not the homeperson rummaging through

less

the trash for food. You need the
luxury of time not spent on mere
survival. You need to live in a nation whose srovernment values the

illY
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search to understand humanity's

You need a
which intellectual pursuit can take you to the frontiers
of discovery, and in which news of
your discoveries can be routinely
place in the universe.
society in

disseminated.

By

those measures,

most citizens of industrialized nations do quite well.
Yet the cosmic view comes with a
hidden cost. When I travel thousands
of miles to spend a few moments
in the fast-moving shadow of the
Moon during a total solar eclipse,
sometimes I lose sight of Earth.
When I pause and reflect on our
expanding universe, with its galaxhurtling away from one another,
embedded within the ever-stretchies

ing, four-dimensional fabric

of space

and time, sometimes I forget that
uncounted people walk this Earth
without food or shelter, and that
children are disproportionately rep-

resented

When

among

tliem.

pore over the data that
establish the mysterious presence
of dark matter and dark energy
throughout the universe, someforget that every day
times
every twenty-foiu--houi- rotation of
people kill and get killed in
Earth
I

I

—

tion of CJod,

who do

not

and that some people

kill in

the

name

ot

God

kill

ill

m-i'ils

till"

ii.iiiu-

tlioir

nations

i>rbits

of asterone

i>l'

or wants.

When

I

liarlv

oids, loinots.

the

ami

planets, eatli

pirouettinj; ilanrer in

a

200(1. llienewlv

a

ii>smii-

tiireil a

spaie show lalleil "I'assport
whiih took visitors

to the Universe."
t)ii

zoom

a virtual

fri)m

New

Yt>rk

loij^et that

edge of the eosmos. lln
route the aiidieiue saw llartli. then

wanton

the solar system, then the 100 bil-

C:ity to the

ot gravity,

sometimes

too m.in\

pei>ple ait

iiisrei;aril lor

of

1

in

the Jeiiiate interplay

atmosphere, oieaiis. anil
with ij>nsec]iieiues that our

l^arth's

laiul,

of the Milky Way galaxy
shrink to barelv visible dots on the
lion stars

fi

Within
will witness aiul pay for with their

health and weli-beiiiji.

And sometimes

1

forget that

a

month of opening

who

cannot help

themselves.
oiiasionally forget those things
because, however big the world
I

is

—

ill

our hearts, our minds, and

our outsize atlases

— the universe

is

even bigger. A depressing thought
to some, but a liberating thought
to me.
C'onsider an adult who tends to
the traumas of a child: a broken toy.
a scraped knee, a schoolyard bulh'.
Adults know that kids have no clue
what constitutes a genuine problem,
because inexperience greatly limits
their childhood perspective.
As grown-ups. dare we admit to
ourselves that we. too. have a collective immaturity of view? Dare
we admit that our thoughts and
behaviors spring from a belief that
the w orld revolves around us? Apparently not.

And

the evidence abounds.

Part the curtains of society's racial,
ethnic, religious, national, and cultural conflicts, and you find the

human ego

turning the knobs and

was things

Now

imagine a world in which
everyone, but especially people
with power and influence, holds
an expanded view of our place in
the cosmos. With that perspective, our problems would shrink
and we could
or never arise at all
celebrate our earthly differences
while shunning the behavior of our
predecessors who slaughtered each
other because of them.

—

that

I

he had ever experienced.
How could that be? Every time
I- see the space show (and others
feel alive and
we've produced).
also feel
spirited and connected.
goings-on
the
large, knowing that
I

I

within the three-pound human brain
are what enabled us to figure out
our place in the universe.
Allow me to suggest that it's the
professor, not

1,

nature. His ego

who

has misread

was too big

to be-

gin with, inflated by delusions of
significance and fed by cultural
assumptions that human beings are

more important than everything el.se
in the universe.

In all fairness to the fellow,

us susceptible. As
that

I

was

I

.

pow-

most of

erful forces in society leave

the day

pulling the levers.

I

make people
never knew one
could specialize in such a field, riio
guy wanted to administer a beforeand-after questionnaire to visitors,
assessing the depth of their depression
after viewing the show. "I'assport tt>
the Universe." he wrote, elicited the
most dramatic feelings of smallness
pertise

feel insignificant.

can to help those

day.

received a letter from an Ivy league
professor of psychology whose ex-

.

.

until

learned in biology class
bacteria live and

more

work

in one centimeter of my colon than
the number of people who have ever
existed in the world. That kind of
information makes you think twice

about

who

— or

what

—

is

actually

in charge.

From that day on. I began to think
of people not as the masters of space
and time but as participants in a great
cosmic chain of being, with a direct
April

2007
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genetic link across species both living
and extinct, extending back nearly 4

with the rest of nature, fitting neither
above nor below, but within.

billion years to the earliest single-celled

Need more ego softeners? Simple

organisms on Earth.

know what

FOR THE
TOUGHEST

m*

you're thinking: we're

I smarter than bacteria.
No doubt about it, we're smarter
than every other living creature that
ever walked, crawled, or slithered on

comparisons of quantity, size,
and scale do the job well.
Take water. It's simple, common, and
vital. There are more molecules of water
in an eight-ounce cup of the stuff than
there are cups of water in

all

the world's

Earth. But

how smart is that? We cook

oceans. Every cup that passes through

our food.

We

a single

music.

good

We

at

do

compose poetry and
art

and

math. Even

We're
you're bad at

science.

if

person and eventually rejoins

the world's water supply holds

molecules to

mix

enough

1,500 of them into

math, you're probably much better
at it than the smartest chimpanzee,

No way

ON PLANET earth:

whose genetic identity varies
trifling ways from ours. Try

you just drank passed through the kidneys of Socrates, Genghis Khan, and

From building, to creating
to repairing and more.

might, primatologists will never get

in only
as

they
a

chimpanzee to learn the multiplication
table or do long division.
If small genetic differences between
us and our fellow apes account for our
vast difference in intelligence,

that difference in intelligence

so vast after

Imagine

power

is

maybe
is

not

a life -form

whose brainis to a chim-

to ours as ours

To such a species our highest
mental achievements would be trivial.
Their toddlers, instead of learning

ABCs on

would be

;JQ07 The

Gorilla

home

Street,

projects their
for

Mom and

on the refrigerator
door. These creatures would study
Stephen Hawking (who occupies the
same endowed professorship once
held by Newton at the University of
Cambridge) because he's slightly more
clever than other humans, owing to his
ability to do theoretical astrophysics
to display

Time to
stars in

get cosmic.

There

are

more

the universe than grains of sand

on any beach, more stars than seconds
have passed since Earth formed, more
stars

than words and sounds ever uttered

the humans who ever lived.
Want a sweeping view of the past?
Our unfolding cosmic perspective takes
all

there. Light takes time to reach

from the depths
of space, and so you see objects and
phenomena not as they are but as they
once were. That means the universe acts
Earth's observatories

time machine: the farther
away you look, the further back in time
you see back almost to the beginning
of time itself Within that horizon of
reckoning, cosmic evolution unfolds
like a giant

—

continuously, in full view.

and other rudimentary calculations

Want to know what we're made of?
Again, the cosmic perspective offers a

in his head.

bigger answer than you might expect.

huge genetic gap separated us

The chemical elements of the universe

from our closest relative in the animal
kingdom, we could justifiably celebrate
our brilliance. We might be entitled to
walk around thinking we're distant and
distinct from our fellow creatures. But
no such gap exists. Instead, we are one

are forged in the fires of high-mass

If a

•

the lungs of Napoleon, Beethoven,

you

Dad

That means some of

the air you just breathed passed through

theorems, our deepest philosophies,
the cherished works of our most cre-

Sesame

schoolkids bring

1-800-966-3458

entire atmosphere.

by

ative artists,

Bonds Wood, Stone. Metal.&ramic and More.

than there are breathfuls of air in Earth's

would
learn multivariable calculus on Boolean Boulevard. Our most complex
their

STRONGER;:

Joan of Arc.
How about air? Also vital. A single
breathful draws in more air molecules

Lincoln, and Billy the Kid.

all.

panzee's.

Ml

every other cup of water in the world.
around it: some of the water

GDRl'tU61UE.C0M

Glue Co'fBpsny. GBPR
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stars that

end

their lives in stupendous

explosions, enriching their host galaxies

with the chemical arsenal of life

as

we know it. The result? The four most

common

chemically active elements

— hydnigeii,
—

oxygen,

dence suggests that shortly after the
formation of our sol.ir system, M.irs

emerging theories of modern cosmol-

most common elements of life on Earth.

was wet,

We are notsiinpK- in the universe. The

before Earth was.

conceivable

firmed improbability that anything
is unique, require that we remain
open to the latest assault on our pica

seeded

for distinctiveness: multiple universes,

universe

in tlic

carbon,

nitrogen

.iiid

universe

is

.ire

tlie

four

Yes, we are Stardust. But we may not
of

this Earth. Several separate

of research, when considered together, have forced investigators to relines

assess

we

who we

we

are

and where

from.

computer simulations show

First,

when

think

we came

think

that

a large asteroid strikes a planet,

the surrounding areas can recoil from
the impact energy, catapulting rocks
into space.
to

— and

surfaces.

From

there, they can travel

land on

— other planetary

Second, microorganisms can

be hardy.

Some

perh.ips fertile, even

Those findings mean

in us.

th.it lite

lie

ani.1

survive the extremes

it's

began on Mars and

later

on Earth, process known as panspermia. So all earthlings nnght just
might be descendants of Martians.
Again and again across the centuries,
cosmic discoveries have demoted our
self-image. Earth was once assumed
to be astronomically unique, until
astronomers learned that Earth is just
life

,i

—

—

of

Then
Milky

moment you

hour ahead of the

Delight,

Happy

cosmic perspective flows from
The
fundamental knowledge. But
it's

more than just what you know. It's also
about having the wisdom and insight to

And

attributes

its

the frontiers of science, yet

we

known

universe.

Today,
that

established that the count-

fuzzy things in the sky are other

how

easy

one universe

the country. Time you can use

to explore, or escape. To places like

one of countless

bubbles bursting forth from the fabric
of the cosmos.

we presumed our galaxy, the
Way, was the entire known universe,

arrive, you'll find yourself at least a

rest of

the "multiverse,"

are clear:

galaxies, dotting the landscape of our

half

as

just

the night sky are suns themselves.

less

From the

is

place in the universe.

stars

flotsam from an unpact hails trom

microscopic fauna
could have stowed away in the rocks'
nooks and crannies. Third, recent evi-

known

which ours

apply that knowledge to assessing our

learned that the countless

inherent in space travel. If the rocky

life,

in

we

until

planet with

otherwise

continually reaf-

as the

anotherplanet orbiting the Sun. Then
we presumed the Sun was unique, until

ofteniperature, pressure, and radiation

a

ogy, as well

Valley, Heart's

and Heart's Content, where you can be assured that

a

it

week

or

to

is

all

is

two

more

info.

is.

Yet

of fresh air

your heart at ease.
for

presume

there

Call

and

The cosmic
solely the
It

perspective

comes from

provenance of the

it is

not

scientist.

belongs to everyone.

The cosmic perspective is humble.
The cosmic perspecti\'e is spiritual
even redemptive

—but not

religious.

The cosmic perspective enables us to

free thinking will put

1-800-563-6353 and ask Maggie

Or visit NewfoundlandLabwdor.com

Check out our neighbors at NmfoundlandLobrador.com/nelghbon

lieV^[0\iXl(p dild
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^Cambridge

Superfractals
Michael

F.

Barnsley

Superfractals

SuperFractals

^
Patterns

long-awaited successor to Fractals Everywhere,

tlie

is

power and beauty

of Iterated Function Systems

(IFS)

in winicli tlie

were introduced

...

Now,

20 years later, Michael Barnsley brings the story up to date by explaining how IFS
have developed. New ideas such as fractal tops and super IFS are introduced, and
[f]or the first time, these ideas are explained in book form, and illustrated with
breathtaking pictures.
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combined icnowledge of evolutionary principles,
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effect in evaluating the present-day status of evolutionary thought."
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The cosmic

perspective opens oui

eyes to the universe, not as a benevolent

cradle designed to nurture

life

but

The cosmic perspective shows Earth
to be a mote, but a precious mote
,uid, for the moment, the only home
we have.
The cosmic perspective fuids beauty
in the images of planets, moons, stars,
and nebulae but also celebrates the laws
of physics that shape them.

The cosmic perspective enables us

to

beyond our circumstances, allow-

ing us to transcend the primal search
for food, shelter,

The cosmic

and

sex.

perspective reminds

where there is no air,
not wave
an indication

us that in space,
a flag will

waving

.nid space

I

—

he cosmic perspective not only

embr.ices our genetic kinship with
.dl

At

view

that

once

not once

a

revolves around us. In that bleak world,

we might each ponder what

arms-bearing, resource-hungry people

cosmic truths lie undiscovered before
us, perhaps awaiting the arrival of a
clever thinker, an ingenious experi-

and nations would be prone to act on
their "low contracted prejudices." And
that would be the last gasp of human en-

ment, or an innovative space mission to
reveal them. We might further ponder

lightenment

how

embrace the cosmic perspective.

least

day,

.1

week,

those discoveries

transform

life

on

it

may one day

—

ary

new

until the rise ofa vision-

culture that could once again

Earth.

Absent such curiosity, we are no
ditTerent from the provincial farmer
who expresses no need to venture
beyond the county line, because his
forty acres meet all his needs. Yet it
all our predecessors had felt that way,
the tanner would instead be a cave

Of course, showtimes may
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vary.

Each year, thousands of humpbacks grace our shores for their

don't blame them. Perhaps they,

summer vacation, more than any other place

for a place to

16 million

—

the universe figuratively and literally

They pass by

in

dweller, chasing
a stick

as a

cold, lonely, hazardous place.

see

lite on Earth but also values our
chemical kinship \\ ith .my yet-to-be
discovered life in the universe, .is
well as our atomic kinship with the

down his dinner with
and a rock,
louring our briefstay on planet Earth,
we owe ourselves and our descendants
the opportunity to explore
in part
because it's fun to do. But there's a far
nobler reason. The day our knowledge
of the cosmos ceases to expand, we risk

that perh.ips fl.ig

explor.ition ilo not mix.
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Meerkats At Play
Evolution demands that
a

lot oj ener<^y

But what do

activities costini^

provide survival value

these rambunctious

in return.

little

mannnals

gain from having so much fun?
By Lynda L Sharpe
Photographs by Andrew

J.

Young

two meerkat pups raced down the
on their stumpy
hind legs and clasped each other like little sumo wrestlers. Shuffling
to and fro, each pup tried to topple the other, each arching its head back
to avoid its opponent's snapping teeth. Without warning, Bandit (or
the cool freshness of dawn,

Indune toward me. Turning

^^^

we named him for his

so

and tumbled backward

suddenly, they reared up

extra-large, dark eye patches) lost his footing

in a spray

of red sand. As he lay wriggling on

paws waving in the air. Imp, a smaller but feisty pup, leapt
on top of him, pinned him down, and nipped enthusiastically at any
appendage that came within her reach.
his back,

m

The two young meerkats were acting out one of the greatest mysteries in tlie
world ot animal beha\'ior. They were playing. And those of us who study that
behavior have no idea why.
Unlike virtually every other kmd ot animal behavior, play seems to serve no
purpose. It is easy to see what an individual gains from grooming, or fighting, or
nest building. But play? And if play really has no purpose, why do young mammals (including humans) invest so much time and energy in it?
kept watching as Imp chased Bandit beneath a spiky shrub. The pair darted
back and forth, leaping exuberantly as they snapped and parried. It was clear that
they were having a higii old time. After all, play is fun; it gives pleasure. Isn't that
reason enough to do it? The trouble with such reasoning is that play can also have
harmful consequences, which could reduce an individuaFs chances ot surviving to
reproduce. Unless play provides some compensatory benefits, evolution would have
eliminated the tendency to play. Sti what benefits do individuals get tVoni playing?
My own behavior crouching in the Kalahari Desert of southern Africa surrounded
by eighteen meerkats was part of an attempt to answer that question.
The meerkat. a species of mongoose, is one of the most sociable mammals in
nature. The animals live in highly cooperative groups of as many as fifty individuI

—

als.

Group members

—

all

chip in to rear the

young and guard

Two meerkats wrestle joyfully, tumbling over each other

in

against predators.

the Kalahari Desert of southern Afri-

Such play-fighting, to which the animals devote around 3 percent of their day, costs a lot of
energy. So unless play also confers an adaptive benefit, evolution would have favored meerkats
ca.

that

do not

play.

good candidates
sion,

Because meerkat groups are known for social harmony, the animals seemed
less aggresfor investigating whether play leads to better social bonding

stronger alliances

—

among

individuals,

and greater contributions

to the group.
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As

I

watched "my" group

—which had been named
—
of

Elveera, after the founding individual

adolescents

groomed

the ticks

a pair

from each

other's

noses, while the alpha female, Tenuvial, presented a

wormlike larva to one of the pups. I could see how
meerkats had earned a reputation for altruism and an
"all-for-one-and-one-for-all" approach to

life.

my arm,

her long claws scratching my skin. Using
shrub or a stump, she perched precariously
on my shoulder to scan the sky for predators, so the
rest of the group could nap in safety.
Suddenly Bettik whistled a piercing alarm, startling the other meerkats
and me. She leapt from
my shoulder and dashed with the others to the en-

me

as a

—

The Elveera group was one of thirteen such groups

trance of the group's burrow. Little Bandit and Imp,

being studied by the Kalahari Meerkat Project, established in 1993 by Tim Clutton-Brock, a behavioral

however, playing at the foot of the dune slope, had
a long way to run. High above, circling in the pale

Thanks to
by Clutton-Brock's research

ecologist at the University of Cambridge.

several years of work

team (which I joined in 1996), these wild animals
had become used to having a person in their midst,
and so I could sit among them without disturbing
their behavior. To them, I was a harmless prop in
the scene. As if to prove the point, Bettik (Imp's
mother) trotted over and scrambled awkwardly up

morning

tawny

eagle was on the lookout for
meerkat pups, a perfect example
of the potential cost of play. This time, however.
Bandit and Imp shot down the burrow, emerging
moments later to peep out cautiously from between
the forelegs of their elder brother.
Although young meerkats clearly risk predation
or injury during play, they incur an even more subsky, a

just such incautious

stantial cost in energy.

shown

Our research in the Kalahari

meerkat pups that are bigger than
their siblings grow into more efficient foragers, and
they are more likely to become dominant within
a group and to breed. So w^hy on earth do young
meerkats squander energy on play instead of investing it in growth? Surely play must have a function,
and I w^as determined to find out what it was.
has

that

of science
The
of play has not been

to

failure

determine the function

for lack of trying. Inves-

1970s and 1980s, have
conducted studies across a range of animal species.
People assumed that once accurate information was
gathered about the mechanics of play, its function
would become self-evident. After all, that approach
had worked with almost every other behavior observed in animals. But it did not work for play.
What we do know is that the "content" of a
youngster's play reflects what is important to adults
of the same species: lion cubs stalk and pounce;
antelope fawns gallop and pronk. We also know
tigators, particularly in the

that play
ners,

And

is

stimulated by novel objects, novel part-

and novel

substrates, such as

of course theorists have

hypotheses, suggesting

mud

or snow.

come up with many

more than

thirty possible

benefits of play.

For example, play may stimulate the development
of the brain, increase cardiovascular fitness, or help
regulate the use of energy. Perhaps play in young
animals

is

a

way

to practice skills they will

need

in adulthood, such as fighting, mating, or huntAdult meerkat emerges from
light.

Meerlots older than

six

burrow into the morning
months take turns baby-

its

newborns at the group's burrow. If play functioned
enhance social bonding, one might expect meerkats
that play more to babysit more, since they would be more
committed to the group. But that is not the case.

sitting

to
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an effective way to learn how to
risk, or cope with stressful
situations. The pleasure of play might provide the
positive reinforcement needed to strengthen social
bonds between individuals, thereby reducing aging. Perhaps

it is

recognize kin, evaluate

Group play among meerkats often leads

gression,

to a furry ball of tangled

enhancing alliances, and improving group

body

parts.

Yet before mongooses could take advantage of

overcome
toward other members
of their own species. So could play be the key? If
play could enhance the bonds between individuals,
reducing their aggression and encouraging them to
stick together, its evolutionary benefits would be
unmistakable. And observers would see meerkats

cohesion. Unfortunately, none of those theories has

the benefits of group living, they had to

and there is little evidence
to support or refute any of them.
The sun was now well above the horizon, and
the meerkats were wide-awake. The entire group
began to play vigorously. As a knot of five pups
twisted and rolled over my feet, I knew that there
could be no crucial, controlled experiment; there
was no way could prevent a meerkat trom playing
just to see what happened. Even among captive
animals, investigators have found it impossible
to stop young mammals trom playing without so
disrupting their lives that any subsequent changes

their inherited antipathy

been rigorously

tested,

I

in their

could

I

behavior are uninterpretable.
test theories about play?

How,

then,

fully exploiting play for just that purpose.

To determine whether meerkats
I

how much each individual played,

then look

do not lend themselves to
testing in the field. But for assessing the possible
social benefits of play, wild meerkats seem ideal
subjects. You see, though meerkats are highly social,
in

family

a

which almost

all

known

as the

Viverridae

the species are solitary.

As

the

African climate dried out and the forest turned into
savanna, the ancestral mongooses,

which foraged

out in the open by day, became extremely vulnerable to predation.

By

sticking together

how

animal's behavior. If the social-bonding hypothesis

was correct,

I

reasoned, meerkats that play

a lot

should be more strongly attached to their fellows

theories simply

they belong to

at

differences in the frequency of play affected each

than meerkats that play

Some

at play were
had to find out

strengthening their social bonds,

and sharing

guard duty, mongooses could substantially reduce
their risk. In fact, our observations show that large
group size in meerkats is associated with higher rates
of growth, survival, and fecundity.

rarely.

"Bonded" animals.

moreover, should be less aggressi\'e and more strongly

committed

more

to the group: they should help

often with group activities and delay their o\\ n

departure from the group
I

as

young

aclults.

decided to focus on eight meerkat

—

litters,

each

—

group forty-five pups in all and
then follow them throughout their lives. Recording
how much the meerkats played proved harder than
had expected. On some days the entire group would
play for more than an hour
as was happening this
morning at Elveera. On other days, there was no
play at all. Also, it was a year of good rains in the
Kalahari, so a sea of golden devil thorn flowers made
it hard to spot the meerkats as they dove in and out
from

a

different

I

—

April

2007
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among

the blossoms. Worst of

all, meerkat play
was almost impossible to see
the identifying marks I'd made by trimming small
patches of fur or painting dabs of black hair dye on

moves

my

so fast that

it

The only body parts that relifrom a scrum of wrestling meerkats
were the tails. So each morning, before collecting
data, I had to crawl around on my stomach amid the
subjects' bodies.

ably protruded

sunning meerkats, clutching an array of multihued
marker pens, and surreptitiously draw vibrant rings
on the tails of all my study animals.
In spite of the difficulties, I managed to quantify
how much each animal played, and found that individual differences were quite large. In the Elveera
litter of nine pups, one large, blonde pup called
Mimi played twice as often as Bandit or a shy pup
named Elf So one of my questions became, simply:
was Mimi less aggressive than Bandit or Elf?
As it happened, there was a good way to quantify
aggressive behavior to help answer this question.
From four to ten weeks of age, when meerkats learn
to find food on their own, each pup must compete
for prey items donated by older members of the
group. The adults tend to feed whichever pup is
closest by, so whenever the group goes foraging,

Meerkat play closely mirrors real fighting, but the author's
research shows that play does not improve an individual's
fighting skills or its ability to win a real fight for dominance.
She also found that meerkats that prefer to play together
are not less likely to

engage

in real fights.

the youngsters fight each other ferociously to get

more of the
By following each

the closest possible position to one or
group's most generous feeders.

pup in turn, and recording what happened whenever
another pup came within a meter of my focal pup,
I found I could determine which individuals were
most inclined to act aggressively.
Close to my feet. Imp, the smallest pup, was
tagging along behind Tenuvial, begging lustily;

making an

ear-piercing racket actually encourages

adults to donate prey items to the pups.

Within

moments, dark-eyed Bandit launched a fierce attack on Imp. The two pups hurtled toward each
other, crashed together, and rolled over and over,
squealing, growling, and biting mercilessly. In the
end, Bandit emerged victorious to usurp Imp's
place beside Tenuvial. Fighting

is

common among

pups of this age, but if the social-bonding theory
is correct, the combatants that engage most often
in such ghastly struggles would be pairs that rarely
share in play. Furthermore, preferred playmates
would fight with each other less frequently. So are
those predictions correct?

As

it

turns out, they are not. There was no

correlation
a litter)

between how much an individual

played and

Mimi

how

aggressively

it

(or

behaved.

much time as Elf did
in play, but she launched just as many attacks on her
Blonde

spent twice

as

littermates as Elf did. Similarly, preferred playmates

such
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Bandit and
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Mimi were just as likely

to fight

while begging for food as were pups such as Bandit
and Elf that rarely shared in play.
Play also had no short-term effect on aggression.
Pairs ofpups out foraging were just as likely to attack
each other within ten minutes of playing together

were pairs of pups that had not just played. And
female meerkats that played relatively often with
as

the group's alpha female were just as likely to be
bullied and harassed by her

(when she was feeling
were females

aggressive during late pregnancy) as
that

had not played with the

alpha.

Social-bonding theory does not just predict
play reduces aggression;

it

that

also maintains that

play strengthens an individual's attachment to

its

playmates, promoting alliances and enhancing group

Did meerkats

cohesion.

that played

more

often

Mimi and a pinch-faced meerkat named Goblin
subsequently show greater

group? And

up

later to

commitment

to their

did pairs that liked to play together team

form

special alliances in adulthood?

To begin answering those questions, I recorded
how much each of my meerkats contributed to the
activities

that the
its

of its group.

more

group, the

to the group.

closely

My working assumption was
was bonded

closely an individual

more

it

would want

Furthermore,

bonded an

I

to

to contribute

more
would

reasoned, the

individual, the longer

remain with the group and so the more

it

it

stood to

left home to join a neighboring group when he was
only eleven months old. Bandit, by contrast, stayed

/

until he was three. Among the
and two of their sisters left home
.It twenty months of age to set up their own group
with males from another group. In contrast. Elf (the
nonpl.iyer) remained behind in Elveera.
What about the role of play in helping individuals

group

in the Elveera

females, Miini, imp,

establish lifelong alliances, such as dispersal part-

nerships? Meerkats typically disperse with one or

more groupmates of

the

same

sex.

Furthermore,

dispersing animals in large parties are
better fed, and

more

likely to oust

animals that disperse alone or in

be the purpose of meerkat

between potential
Once again, on

less stressed,

competitors than
pairs.

Could

play, to cultivate

that

bonds

dispersal partners?

connecMeerkats that played together most
often did not appear to be more closely attached.
Frequent playmates did not groom each other
any more otten than they groomed other group
members, and they were just as likely to engage in
teenage squabbles over status. Male meerkats were
no more likely to team up with their preferred
playmates when embarking on short-term forays
to neighboring groups to check out the "talent."
And as for dispersing, the individuals with which
my study animals dispersed were not the ones they
had played with most often.
scrutiny, the supposed

tion disappears.

gain from

its

contributions to group well-being.

Fortiuiately,

it

was

fairly

straightforward to

coUeet data on group contributions.

my

By

the time

study annuals were three or four months old,

they were already dashing about excitedly, helping
rear the ne.xt generation of pups.

recorded

I

how

often each animal donated prey items to the new-

how many days it babysat. Babysitting

pups, and on

seemed particularly altruistic: the babysitter had to
go without food for the day in order to remain at
the breeding burrow with the newborn pups, while
the rest of the group went foraging. I also measured
how often each meerkat performed sentinel duty,
and how often it helped clear debris from the group's
sleeping burrows and bolt-holes.
Collecting data on alliances was also relatively
straightforward. Meerkats usually remain with their

two

natal

group

spite

reaching se.xual maturity between seven and

until they are about

eleven months).

years old (de-

When the meerkats finally left their

natal group, could note which ones left earliest (the
behavior expected of poorly bonded mdividuals)
I

and which ones formed so-called dispersal alliances
(that is, left their natal group together).

did not find out
short, despite all my efforts.
Inwhy
meerkats play. What did show, at least,
I

that they

So

its

a nieerkat's

commitment to

group, enhancing group cohesion? No. Minii.

Goblin, and other pups dedicated to play did not erid

do not play

to strengthen social bonds.

And

if meerkats aren't using play in that way, it's
almost certainly because play is simply not capable
of generating the physiological changes needed to

reduce aggression or increase social attachment.
Back in the Elveera group, the meerkats finally
stopped foraging and withdrew into the tangled shade

of a fallen camel thorn tree for their midday siesta.
the adults sprawled on their tummies, legs
splayed out to make more contact with the shade-

While

cooled sand,

I

myself relax and enjoy the company

let

of my study animals. In the long strip of shade beneath
the fallen trunk, the nine pups lay side by side in a

neat line.

did play strengthen

is

I

Too

tired for their usual

exuberant

play,

on their backs, waxing their stumpy legs in
the air. and lazily gnawed on their neighbor's ears,
smiled at their mystery.
D
nose, and toes.
the^• lav

I

up contributing more to the group than meerkats
that played infrequenth'. In tact, within the Elveera

For more information about meerkats. go to

group. Bandit became the most dedicated babysitter

www.naturalhistorymag.com and click "Online

despite his relative lack of play. Similarly, individuals

extras." then

more frequently than their peers did not
delay leaving their group. The highly playtul Goblin

2007"

that played

"Web

links,"

and

finally "April

to find links related to this article.
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The Sauropod
The

largest creatures ever to

Chronicles

have walked the Earth

aka Brontosaurus.
picture of how they lived. Again.

were animals such as Apatosaurus
Paleontologists are revising the

By Richard A.

Kissel

Paleontological crew (above) at the American Museum of Natural History, ca. 1904, works at
mounting Apatosaurus excelsus (aka Brontosaurus excelsusj, the first nearly complete fossil

skeleton of a sauropod to be put on public display.

the Yale paleontologist Othniel Charles Marsh
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is

An 1891

shown

reconstruction of B. excelsus by

at the

top of the page.

1842, the English anatomist and pioneer-

nizable for their small

and their crews began to install the heavy fossils
on mounts for display. In some ways they guessed
correctly; in others, investigators now know, they
fell wide of the mark. C'omputers have become
part of the discipline's modern analytic arsenal, and
they have already been turned loose on two related
cjuestions: What was

heads borne on long.

the likely orientation

graceful necks; their

ofa sauropod neck, and

n

I

ing paleontologist Richard
the

word "dinosaur"

Owen

introduced

to distinguish a

new

cat-

egory of reptiles. Today dinosaurs are familiar to
people of all ages, and perhaps none are more familiar than the sauropods. They are instantly recog-

heavy, sinuous

^

and their enormous
bodies,

all

what was its range of
motion? Without lift-

tails:

supported

ing a single

,1^

on four stout limbs.
So far, paleontologists
ha\e unearthed more

leontologists

pa-

may now

have some answers.

than 120 species.

n

The earliest known
sauropod appeared

fossil,

1S77 several ver-

I;tebrae and the sacrum (the fused verte-

.-

brae that connect with

about 2 1 5 million years
ago, during the Late

the pelvis) of a large

~

-"Jid
and the
last of the kind lived
until the end of the Cretaceous period, h5 million

Triassic period,

years ago

out

all

—when

a

worldwide cataclysm wiped

dinosaurs except the birds. All sauropods

were herbivorous, and most of them were massive.
The largest ones, such as Argciitinosoiinis of South
America, reached more than a hundred feet in
length and may have weighed as much as eighty
tons. Even a small one, such as Saltasaiirus, measured
more than twenty feet from head to tail, tipping
the scales at three tons. Most sported no obvious
defenses
the sharp spikes or sheath of bony armor
found in other plant-eating dinosaurs so mass
alone may have been their means to intimidate or

—

—

discourage predators.
Just as intriguing as the sauropods themselves

Reconstruct/on of Amphicoelias altus as a water-dwelling
is

the story of their discovery and of paleontologists"

understand their lives. Like all other
paleontology has a history
punctuated by change. Its advances accrue not only
from the discovery of new fossils but also from newways of examining and interpreting them. Aniong
the questions about sauropods that have provoked
ongoing controversy are even some that one might

creature (upper

made under

left),

by the

efforts to

Drinker Cope. Published

scientific disciplines,

to depict a

— should have been

think

—

quickly settled on the

of the animals' gross skeletal anatomy: How
move about, and what postures could they
assume? Shorn of their cartilage and ligament.^,
however, bones can be arranged in unnatural posi-

basis

did they

and uncertainties about the range ot motion
of neighboring bones (as well as over the extent ot
the animals' muscular strength) raise doubts about
tions,

how
ies

living sauropods held and

and extremities.

A

moved

their

bod-

century ago paleontologists

artist

was
Edward
may be the first image

Charles

R.

Knight,

the direction of the paleontologist
in

1897,

it

sauropod "in the flesh. " Above: 1910 reconstruction of Diplodocus, by Mary Mason Mitchell, followed the
views of the paleontologist Oliver P. Hay, who argued that
sauropods, like other reptiles, had sprawling limbs. Both
reconstructions have now been superseded.

sauropod were discovered near the town ot Morrison, in north central Colorado. Then, for the first
time in 150 million years, the great reptile trekked
though not
across the plains of North America
supported on calloused feet and driven by a hunger
tor vegetation, but carried on steel rails and powered
by steam. Awaiting the fossils was the paleontologist

—

Othniel Charles Marsh of Yale College. After examining the bones. Marsh concluded they belonged to
dinosaur, betvveen tlfrs' and sixrs- feet long, which
was then unknown to science. Marsh named the
a
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'/t^ur
agreed, and it became widely accepted that sauropods spent most of their lives partly submerged in

swamps or lakes,

their top-of-the-head nostrils actwhile they foraged for aquatic plants.
That habitat, it was thought, could also explain how
sauropods achieved their titanic sizes: their immense
bulk would have been buoyed up by the water.

ing

as snorkels

An astonishing find in the late

1930s lent further

support to that interpretation. Roland T. Bird of

American Museum of Natural History in New
York City identified fossilized sauropod tracks
near Glen Rose, Texas. Significantly,
Bird noted, the tracks preserved no
evidence that sauropods had

the

rv

model of Apatosaurus
louisae skeleton, by the com-

'

Digital

puter scientist Kent A. Stevens, depicts the

maximum

neck to the right and

determined

in

Museum

is

left

cumbersome tails on

as

the ground.

collaboration with

the paleontologist

The model

dragged their presumably

of the animal's

likely flexion

J.

Michael Parrish.

based on a specimen

of Natural History

in

at the

concluded that the

Carnegie

Not only
posture to be

Pittsburgh.

tracks

does the model enable the animal's
manipulated experimentally, but it also corrects for
the distortions and other damage caused by fossilization

species Apatosaurus ajax.

(Some years later investiga-

tors realized not only that Marsh had underestimated
tail,

come from a mature

but also that the

fossils

did not

individual; adults of the species

reached lengths of more than seventy
Apatosaurus was just one of

make

many

feet.)

dinosaurs to

during the late nineteenth
century, when Marsh and other paleontologists from
the East, notably Edward Drinker Cope of Philadelphia, had crews of men scouring the Badlands
of the West in search of ancient beasts. Another of
a

namie for

the species
excelsus.

itself

Marsh named,

in 1879,

was Brontosaurus

S.

Under the rules of scientific nomenclature,
name Brontosaurus was officially retired, though

tosaurus.

the

continued in popular use.
The first description of a complete sauropod skull
did not appear until 1884. The skull bore a surpris-

it

ing feature: the external nares
skull for the nostrils

36

the ani-

as

lows, and that their tails were supported by

the second half of the twentieth
Inhowever,
paleontologists considered

—were

—

the openings in the

situated not at the tip of

century,

lines of
evidence not addressed by Marsh and his colleagues. One approach was to widen the search for
anatomical parallels between sauropods and living

animals. Distantly related species, flourishing

on

Earth perhaps millions of years apart, can sometimes

look remarkably

phenomenon known as
The similarities result not

similar, a

convergent evolution.

from

common

inheritance, but from evolutionary

adaptation to similar environmental challenges,
diets,

In 1903, four years after Marsh's death,

Riggs of the Field Museum in Chicago
determined it belonged to the same genus as Apa-

Elmer

were made

mals waded through coastal shalthe water around them.

of the original bones.

the length of the

He

or climates.

In the study of sauropods,
to

compare them

it

proved instructive

to today's elephants,

which

are

Beneath the mass of skin
and muscle, the long bones of the elephant's limbs
are massive, the bones of the wrist and ankle are
compact and tightly fitted together, and the bones of
the feet and toes are short and compact. In essence,
the legs of an elephant are built like the columns of
a great temple. Nearly identical features occur in
also plus-size animals.

the legs of sauropods.

What does the paleontologist

the snout, but near the top ot the skull, above and

make of that? Sauropod legs were similarly adapted

between the eye sockets. That position contrasted
with the nares of all other dinosaur skulls known
at the time. It is characteristic, however, of certain
animals that spend most or all of their time in the
water, such as whales. Nostrils high on the head are
well situated to break the surface and take in air.
Marsh and Cope therefore suggested that sauropods
were semiaquatic creatures. Most paleontologists

to support the animal's
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In

some

weight on dry land.
were de-

early illustrations, sauropods

wading in swamps but, at times,
submerged and holding their necks high

picted not only
entirely

to breathe at the water's surface [see upper illustration

on preceding page].

Those interpretations were

particularly unrealistic.

such

as Apatosaurus,

An average-size sauropod,

would have found

it

impos-

-

siblc to brc'.itlic in that posture.
fiftcei) tcct

tot)

much

underwater, would

Its

liave

ihost,

some

been under

ered also do not support an amphibious scenario.
If sauropods

were seniiaquatic,

embedded

in the coals

their fossils should

of ancient swamps or the

limestones formed by lagoons. But that

is

not always

the case. Sauropod bones and tracks are also found

by and near
dry, upland environments. As

in the sandstones typically deposited

streams in relatively

evidence mounted, the idea that sauropocis lived

swamps and other shallow waters was

in

discarded.

As

and steel. The Yale Peabody Museum unveiled
part of its Brontosaums (Apatosaunis excelsus) in 1901.
But the first nearly complete skeleton of a sauropod
to be put on dispkiy was the .4. cxcclstis belonging
to the American Museum of Natural History [see
iron

l>lui!Oi;Mpli

t'/)/'i)i,'c

yt was labeled

n^maeen

.?-/].

Opened to

Broiitosaiinis,

tracks, a

from the side of the body |.s£r lower HhtHraiion oitpagc
35\ Others strongly disagreed. In 1910 William J.
Holland of the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh countered that for a sauropod to
have adopted

a reptilian

a

been severely dislocated.

sprawling posture would

haw caused

sauropod's deep rib cage to project below

forcing the animal to find

order to

move

a

its

feet,

trench to straddle in

about. Fortunately, with the

discovery of sauropod footprints, the evidence

was

clear that the left

and right

feet

were

placed close together, indicating that the
legs

extended straight

down from

the

body. Case closed.

name

that

fossils,

but

Mie most recent debate about
sauropods' posture focuses not

bones were the original

secret that the

a

sprawl, the joints of the legs

to have

the public in 1905.

technically a

some that w^litrnissing, including the skull, had to
be modeled on tnbse of other sauropods. By now it is
no

Furthermore,

retired.

Mos^^he

the bones fitted

the position of the legs.

would have had
sauropod skeletons were unearthed and transported east in the late IHOOs, museums c]uickly
hiced the challenge of how to display their trophies,
hcnv to assemble the great bones on frameworks of

how

fundamental issue (literally!) was
The American paleontologist
Oliver I'. Hay aiul the Clerman anatomist Ciustav
roniicr maintained that, since dinosaurs were reptiles, the legs of sauropods must have functioned
like those of a lizard or a crocodile, sprawling out
sauropod

pressiue.

Tlie rocks troni wliich sauropod fossils are recov-

be

Disagreement over just

together was inevitable. Before the discovery of

wrotig skull was chosen

that otCainamsaiinis.

as a

model,

on

their limbs, but

on

their

long

necks, their signature feature.

Some

early reconstructions

of sauropod skeletons,

A Diplodocus skull would

have been more accurate. In Iti^
earliest

reconstruction of Broii-

tosdiints,

1883,

published in

Marsh had

based the

on that of Camamsaurus,
and the new mount solidified
that decision. Other museums
generally followed suit. Although
an ApatosMints skull was recovered as early as 1910, it was not
inamediately accepted as such,
and curators did not begin to
skull

correct their displays until the
late 1970s.
Limits of upward and downward flexion of A. louisae neck are shown in Stevens's digital model,
based on the study by Stevens and Parrish. The neutral position oi the neck, in which each vertebra is aligned in contact with the one in front and the one behind, was essentially horizontal.
Even at the upward limit, the neck posture was not as vertical as that in giraffes, to which sauropods have often been compared. Nevertheless, the head could reach five feet below ground
level, suggesting the animal could stand on shore and browse on aquatic plants.
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including the ones by Marsh and by the American
paleontologist and fossil-hunter

John

Bell Hatcher,

projected the neck forward from the body, in a nearhorizontal, or even downward-sloping, position.

given the length of sauropod necks,

it

But

was hard not

to look to giraffes. Although giraffes frequently feed
on low-growing vegetation, the natural posture of the
giraffe neck is the extended, near- vertical position. By
analogy, images proliferated of sauropods holding their
necks upward to browse
from the tallest trees.
But do the fossils themselves corroborate an el-

evated neck?

To

investi-

is no easy matter,
one major reason: the

gate that
for

The

fossils are really big.

weight of just one fossilized bone can cause great
pain to the lower back of
any paleontologist fool-

sauropod

—how
been
moved—
those

has

extremely limited.
All of that changed in
1999, when Kent A. Ste-

computer

vens, a
at

scientist

the University of

egon
Upper

in

Or-

Eugene, and

J.

Michael Parrish, a bioloJurassic rocks at Termas de! Flaco, Chile,
gist and paleontologist at
were made between 145 million and 150
Northern Illinois Univermillion years ago.
sity in DeKalb, published
a landmark study that challenged the picture of
high-browsing sauropods. With a computer program
called DinoMorph, Stevens created digital models of
sauropod skeletons. In so doing he and Parrish not
only freed themselves from handling fuU-si/e fossils or
casts, but they could also digitally remove distortions
in the original vertebrae left by fossilization.
The DinoMorph models of Apatosaurus and Diplodocus skeletons led to surprising results: once the
neck vertebrae were neutrally aligned, each in perfect
contact with the one in front and the one behind,
the neck extended forward from the shoulders at a
slight downward angle, bringing the head near the
ground. That posture barkened back to the original
reconstructions of Marsh and Hatcher.
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their heads thirteen feet to the left or right: again,

than had often been portrayed. Yet
both could bend the neck down, lowering the head
less flexibility

as

much

as five feet

below ground

level.

new evidence suggests
Apatosaurus and
The
Diplodocus were probably best suited
feeding
that

for

on low-growing

plants.

Perhaps the two sauropods

were even given to standing along the edges of rivers
or lakes, lowering their heads to feed on plants in
a somewhat ironic commentary on
method to realize that information-age

Marsh and

giants

in

could raise its head no more than twenty feet
above the ground. Diplodocus, whose neck was three
feet longer but even less flexible, could reach only
thirteen feet high, from a shoulder height of nine
feet. Both Apatosaurus and Diplodocus could sweep

pixels have led investigators

biomechanics

shoulder

feet,

of a skeleton, or even to
miove lighter full-size
the paleontologist's

a

height of ten feet and a neck length of seventeen

to manipulate the bones

casts,

now fossilized

.

standing position, Apatosaurus, with

the water.

ability to test

tracks,

many common reconstructions portrayed them [see
illustrations on the two preceding pages^ From a normal

enough to attempt a
lift. With no ready means
ish

Sauropod

Moreover, the necks of the two sauropod species
proved relatively inflexible, compared with the way

It is

the scientific

back to the idea that
proposed in ink more
than a century ago. Apatosaurus and Diplodocus are
back to their diet of aquatic plants. Now, though,
they're enjoying the view from shore.
What does the future hold for the understanding
of sauropods? One emerging issue is the position of
their nostrils. In spite of the nares at the top of the
head, Lawrence M. Witmer, an anatomist at Ohio
University in Athens, argues that the actual fleshy
openings were much nearer the tip of the snout. He
bases his view on comparisons of sauropod bones
with those of crocodiles, lizards, and birds. Once
again, a long-held truth is being questioned.
his colleagues first

Darwin

In 1863, four years after

revolutionized

the biological sciences with his Origin of Species,
Thomas H. Huxley published a collection of three
short essays titled Evidence as

to

Man's Place

in Nature.

Throughout the work, Huxley shared his thoughts
on human evolution and our close kinship with the
apes, but

he recognized that, with future discoveries,
might not stand. So it is with the

his conclusions

study of sauropods. For now,

we

have them

his third essay,

right.

But

"Time

as

we

specialists

think

Huxley concluded

will show."

^

in

D
\

For more information about sauropod dino-

go to www.naturalhistorymag.com and
"Online extras," then "Web links," and
finally "April 2007" to find links related to
saurs,

click

this article.
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Masonry

Vulcan's
The

builders of ancient

Rome

clad soft, porous

volcanic tuff with harder travertine

and marble,

creating

enduring, majestic structures out of local materials.
By Marie

D. Jackson

Walk

with me through the Roman forum, but imagine it through the eyes
of an ancient Roman from the prov-

inces, visiting the capital for the first

time in

many

It is exactly 2,000 years ago. As we walk
along the familiar Sacred Way through the new
arch of Augustus, surrounded by monuments that
exemplify the timeless excellence of our public

years.

architecture, you'll recognize the splendid new
renovations to the ancient Temple of Castor and
Pollux. Now the Basilica Julia is on our left, with
its

luminescent rows of marble columns

still

under

construction. Let's continue forward, past the

40
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elaborate enlargements

underway

at

the

Temple

of Concord.
I sense your pride in this splendid public space,
and I share it. We live in a great urbs, in a time of
high cultural accomplishment. There's more: a
short walk will take us to the new forum that our
emperor, Augustus (you remember him as Octavian, the nephew and later the adopted son ofjulius

Caesar), has constructed to celebrate the religious

and

historical foundations

power over

the

growing

of his ascent to supreme

Roman Empire.

At the center of the Forum ofAugustus is the magTemple of Mars Ultor (Mars the Avenger).

nificent

Temple of Mars Ultor, shown dressed in marble in a hypothetical reconstruction (above) and as it is
today (opposite page), was the focal point of the Forum of Augustus. Some marble is still present
in the remains of a few columns and as cladding on a few steps, but the Romans constructed the
temple mainly from local volcanic rocl< that they then faced with marble. One kind of volcanic rock,
in the cutaway section in the center foreground, above), is still
under the columns and in the left wall of the forum. Lapis Gabinus (gray stone in the reconstruction) makes up the bulk of what was once a hundred-foot-high boundary wall, built to protect
the temple from fire. The white line of stone in the remains of the boundary wall is travertine, a
sedimentary stone also quarried locally, which looks much like marble.

so-called Tufo Lionato (brown stone
visible

This temple
ing

Rome

Notice

is

dedicated to the god of war for aveng-

after the assassination

how

of Julius Caesar.

the steep staircase rises to the portico,

open entry way, with its eight lofty, fluted
columns topped with intricate Corinthian
capitals. What is most extraordmary, Augustus has
had a fire-resistant boundary wall built against the
the temple's

niarble

back of the temple.
Today, two millennia after

modern

visitor's first

Augustus

is

its

construction, the

impression of the

that there

is

very

little left.

gustan building program transformed

Forum ot
The Au-

Rome

into

and engineer Marcus Vitruvius Pollio considered
important.

And

as if to

prove

his point,

—

dark gray

and reddish brown volcanic tutts known as Lapis Gabinus (stone from Gabii) and Tufo Lionato
of the forum walls and temple
(lion-colored tufO
foundation remain largely intact.
Construction on the Forum of Augustus began
in the late first century B.c:.. soon after Vitruvius

—

completed

a

treatise titled

Dc

iirchiicctiira

("On

Architecture") that he dedicated to the emperor.

The
of

treatise

Roman

is

the only comprehensive account

architecture to survive from classical

Vitruvius recorded the empirical

an imperial capital glowing with imported marble:

antiquity. In

by now, however, over the centuries, most ot the
marble from the Temple of Mars Ultor and its
surrounding structures has been carried away. But
the structures of the forum also reflect the building
materials and techniques that the Roman architect

observations of largely

it.

and stonemasons,

anonymous Roman builders

who were

their volcanic landscape

provided.

He

well acquainted with
and the building stones it

also described their technique: use

the volcanic tuffs as lightweight, readily quarried
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building stone, then face the tuff construction with a veneer of

more durable

travertine, or marble.

The

Building stone
near Ancient Rome

MbUNTAINSl

stucco,

Quarry

expertise of the

•

stonemasons was fundamental to the Augustan building
program, and many of the principles
of stonemasonry, as set down in De
architectiim, are reflected in what remains throughout the forum.
To make a close study of Roman building and its principles,
my colleagues and I formed a mul-

*S

tidisciplinary research

team

Road

(Via)

Travertine

Roman

Lapis Gabinus

Tufo di Tuscolo
Tufo Lionato
Tufo Giallo

that

integrates geological fieldwork, petrographic,

mineralogical, and engineering studies of
the

Roman

and a new translation of
on building materials. Our

rocks,

Vitruvius' report

team includes Fabrizio Marra,
at

•r^t»
Lapis

Gabmus

a geologist

the National Institute of Geophysics and

Vulcanology in Rome; the late Richard L.
Hay, who was a mineralogist most recently
at the University of Arizona in Tucson; Carl
G. Cawood, a civil engineer at Northern
Arizona University in Flagstaff; and Cynthia
Kosso, a historian who is also at Northern
Arizona University.
Our work has aimed to grasp the depth of
Vitruvius' understanding of natural objects and
processes. His empirical observations of the diverse
characteristics of locally quarried building stones

enabled

him

to select the best combinations of

rocks for cut-stone masonry. Indeed, our study

shows
can be

that the durability of

Roman monuments
Roman

traced, in part, to the innovations of

monuments

builders: the existing

are a testament

to their creativity, their willingness to experiment,

and their practical genius for making the most of the
relatively soft and weak volcanic tuffs at hand. The
Roman builders created the public expression of a
new world order under Rome's first emperor.
schoolchildren know
Rome
Many
on seven
Few, however,
that

is

built

learn that the

hills.

overlain by volcanic deposits. In fact, the
topography of the central Italian peninsula carries
the strong imprint of volcanoes
Mount Vesuvius,
for instance, last erupted in 1944.
Beginning about 560,000 years ago, explosive
eruptions from the Sabatini Mountains and the Alban
Hills [see map on thispa^e] deposited large volumes of

hills are

—

volcanic material over the area that

Rome. That

material,

known

would become

as tephra,

included

particles of glass, crystal, and rock in assorted sizes,
which were transported through the air or across

the ground.

42

The

tephra cooled and consolidated,
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eventually developing natural mineral cements to

form

kind of porous, volcanic stone called tuff
Rome, during the
sixth and fifth centuries B.C., made use of the soft
volcanic tuff from within the city; it was widely
available, literally underfoot, and easy to extract,
requiring little more than saws and hand tools.
Those early Romans quarried stone along hillsides
and in underground chambers beneath the Palatine
a

Early stone construction in

and Capitoline hills. Unfortunately, the stone was
of low quality and crumbled readily under stress.
At the end of the fifth century B.C., however, the

Romans conquered the nearby Etruscan cities to the
north, gaining access to the

more durable

varieties

of tuff along the Tiber River. In the fourth century B.C., they built the Via Appia (Appian Way) to
the south, along which oxcarts transported goodquality tuff building stones back to Rome.

The Romans also began to quarry the area around
Tibur (modern Tivoli) for travertine, a hard, slightly
yellowish or grayish white sedimentary rock that
formed in a shallow lake when calcium carbonate
precipitated

from mineral-rich waters warmed by

nearby volcanic

activity.

To

the untrained eye,

ivory-colored travertine can pass

as

closer inspection, however, distinctive

marble; on

hummocky

mounds are visible, made up of the fossilized remains
of calcite-precipitating bacteria.
By the time Vitruvius wrote De

architectura,

Ro-

I

mans were

calling

on seven kinds of tuff, along with

travertine, to develop an innovative architecture

In contrast, Lapis

n )ck tVagments.

Gabinus includes abundant

lava

When hot magmas encountered water

based on cut-stone masonry integrated with small,

underground or

functional elements of concrete. Vitruvius describes

fractured older rocks, mainly lava and sometimes

the material characteristics of
tine, .ukI

l.iv.i

Roman

tuff traver-

building stones in detail:

Now order dcniands that explain about c]uarries, from
which both squared blocks and the supplies of rout^h,
unhewn stone for building are obtained and readied.
These, in turn, will be foiuid to have iniequal and dissimilar qualities. Some are soft and yielding around
the city itself in the manner of the nihrae stones, the
1

paltciisvi stones.

the

r;7)i(r

.

.

stones,

.

.

.

Some are of nioiierate
.

strength, like

the surface, powerful explosions

limestone, that lay beneath the vent of the volcano.

The coarse rock fragments oflava became intermi.xed
with the magma, and so the tutTs include abundant
embedded fragments of dark-gray lava and occasional
bits ot light,

yellowish gray limestone. Italians call

it reminds them of
ground black pepper. One such peperino tuff was
Lapis Gabinus, still visible m the t.ill boundary wall
of the Forum of Augustus.

the texture peperino, because

and others of this type. Some are

hard, like lavas.

The

at

Vitruvius

were reddish brown Tufo
Lionato excavated near Salone, along the Aniene
River; the pallciiscs were pale yellow Tufo Giallo della
Via Tiberina ("yellow tuff from the Tiber Road"),
extracted near Grotta Oscura; and the tibttr stones
were travertine |.<(r map on oppoiilc pd{iv\.
nihnic. or red, stones

understood the poor durabiltutTs: "So long as these soft
stones are sheltered under stucco they will hold
up .md do their work," he wrote. "But if they are
laid bare or exposed in the open air, ice and frost
accumulate within them, and they crumble apart
ity

and

Roman

dissolve." Indeed,

water, and
his d'O'^iiipliiui, Strabo, a Greek geographer and
Ina contemporary
ot Vitruvius, highlights the trio

clearly

of the

when

all

the tufTs readily take

up

they do, they lose between 15 and

40 percent of their dry strength. They are particu-

of building stones used in the Forum of Augustus
for their proximity to the city of Rome:

The

lAnienej river flows out through

a

very fruitful

plain past the quarries of Tiburtine [travertine) stone,

and of the stone of Gabii (Lapis Gahinus|, and of what
is

called the "red stone" [Tufo Lionato

j;

so that the

delivery troni the quarries and the transportation by

water are perfectly

ot

easy.

Much farther afield, about 200 miles northwest
Rome, were the c]uarries near modern Carrara,

Italy, which supplied the marble employed in the
Temple of Mars Ultor. Marble is a metamorphic
rock formed b\' the recrystallization of sedimentary

carbonate rocks, such
Carrara marble

is

as

limestone.

The

strength of

similar to that of travertine

from

But its beauty when polished is unparalleled,
because light readily penetrates its surface, giving
the stone a luminous, vibrant glow.
The late Richard Hay, a mineralogist with a lifetime ot experience studying volcanic rocks, and
Tivoli.

1

made detailed, microscopic observations of the
sampled trom ancient

tutts

Roman c^uarries. Our aim was

Micrographs highlight the differences between bard and
soft volcanic tuffs. Tufo Oiallo (top
tuff,

components and associthem with the physical properties of the composite

to identify their mineralogical
ate

building stones. Generally, the glassy

—

Roman

tutts

were quarried from ignimbrites rock formed trom
voluminous flows of hot gases and fme-grained glass
fragments that solidified alter an explosive eruption.

left),

a relatively soft

includes numerous fine fragments of glass (dark

brown

in

the diagram at top right) and pumice (yellowish

brown), which readily absorbs water; the soft tuff also has

many

cavities (white),

formed by gas that was trapped as

the stone solidified, but only a few crystals (gray). Both the

pumice and the
ity.

Harder

tuffs

cavities contribute to the tuff's vulnerabil-

such as Lapis Gabinus (above

left)

include

a great deal of robust lava rock (dark gray in diagram,

The building stones made of Tutb Giallo and Tufo
Lionato came from massive ignimbrites with little

above

internal structure or layering.

magnified 11x.

in a

right)

and hard

crystal (light gray),

all

held together

matrix of natural cement (light blue). The images are

April

2007
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decay when they are directly
exposed to daily fluctuations in relative humidity,
to winter rains, and to the freezing temperatures

larly susceptible to

which

to

Rome

One way to

is

clad with travertine

[see

both reinforced and

photograph on opposite page].

The structure stood three stories high and incorporated forty-one arches with travertine facings,

sporadically subjected.

address the problem of decaying soft

such as Tufo Lionato and Tufo Giallo, was to
allow them to dry in the open air and then select
only the best-quality blocks for cut-stone masonry.
tuffs,

Vitruvius describes the process:

When it is time to build,

di Tuscolo (tuff from Tuscolo),

the stones should be extracted

two years before, not in winter but in summer; then toss
them down and leave them in an open place. Whichever
of these stones, in two years, is affected or damaged by
weather should be thrown in with the foundations. The
other ones that are not damaged by means of the trials of
nature will be able to endure building above ground.

are preserved

on part of its external

which
Even

facade.

today the structure preserves an impressive array of

Tufo

with travertine
and imposts (the uppermost parts of the
columns supporting an arch's span).
di Tuscolo arches reinforced

keystoiles

To

assess Vitruvius' descriptions

strengths and durability of

stones, Carl

of the

Roman

relative

building

Cawood and I designed rock-testing ex-

periments under oven-dry, humid, and water-soaked
conditions.

The

tests

were intended

to

approximate

Roman climatic conditions and their effects on tuffs
and travertine [see illustration on this page] Glassy tuffs,
such as Tufo Giallo and Tufo Lionato, have low
compressive strengths
they fracture and fall apart
under moderate pressures. Both of those tuffs incorporate abundant volcanic glass fragments, including
.

Roman builders had another way of dealing with
tuff decay:

They seldom left tuff masonry exposed.

with stucco
or with travertine or marble cladding, whose water
Instead, they preserved the porous stone

—

pumice,
.-JS^£
<mH
1
1

_c

'V

when,

o

15

JDry

<\)

™
12

11
II
E o

Humid

I

Wet

9

-

6

ro

in

3

o

River floods or the
humidity is high. Water absorption greatly
reduces their weight-bearing strength.
Compared with the glassy tuffs, we found that
tuffs that incorporate an abundance of lava and
crystal fragments, such as Lapis Gabinus and Tufo di
Tuscolo, have higher compressive strengths
they
can bear higher pressures without fracturing. The
lava fragments provide an interlocking framework of
hard grains to which natural mineral cements within
the tuff strongly adhere. Moreover, these tuffs are
denser, take in less water, and have greater elasticity
than brittle Tufo Giallo and Tufo Lionato.
"True travertine from Tivoli and all stones of
the same type withstand heavy loads and harsh
weather," noted Vitruvius, "but from fire they
cannot be safeguarded. And similarly, when they
touch fire they crack apart and fall to pieces." Our
rock-testing experiments confirna those observa-

^S^i
s-

Tufo

Tufo dl

Lapis

Lionato

Tuscolo

Gabinus

Travertine

Compressive strength, or the greatest weight-bearing pressure a stone can withstand before fracturing,
several important building stones used

in

is

plotted for

ancient Rome.

Roman

builders and architects were well aware that tuffs
weak when water-soaked, as Vitruvius states. Hence
they clad the tuff masonry with travertine facings to reinforce it and protect it from direct exposure to moisture.

are

tions as well. Travertine has far greater compressive

strength than the
less

absorption
strategy

is

far less

than that of the

tuffs.

That

made for strong, lightweight buildings that

were nonetheless attractive and resembled the marble
structures of ancient Greece. A stroll through modern
Rome reveals many ancient columns constructed of
tuffs, some of which still retain protective cladding
or semipermeable coatings of stucco. For example,
the Theater of Marcellus, dedicated by Augustus
in 13 B.C. to commemorate the death of his young
nephew, was constructed mainly of cut-stone Tufo
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on preceding page]

relative

I

-B

4

a frothy glass [see micrographs

And both are highly porous, readily absorbing water

2007

than

1

tuffs. Its

water absorption

is

low,

percent of the total weight of the stone,

and so in rain or high relative humidity, travertine
80 percent of its compressive strength.
Travertine both reinforced and protected soft-tuff
masonry in Roman architecture. Yet, again in accord
with Vitruvius' observations, stone formed of calcite
fractures
crystals
travertine, hmestone, and marble
when subjected to the intense heat of urban fires,
which often exceed 1,500 degrees Fahrenheit. At
high temperatures, calcite lengthens along one crystallographic axis and shrinks along its perpendicular
retains about

—

—

Theater of Marcellus, pictured as

it

exists today,

was dedicated by Augustus

structed mainly of cut-stone Tufo di Tuscolo (tuff from Tuscolo), also used
the Colosseum eighty years

today marvel

The structure was reinforced and clad with

later.

in

13 B.C.

was con-

It

the construction of
travertine. Visitors

at the structure's array of Tufo di Tuscolo arches (brownish stone), reinforced with

travertine (white stone)

two sides of an
axes; such

in

in

the keystones

arch's span.

uneven

and imposts, or tops of the columns that support the
in pink brick is a modern restoration.

The finished wall

tlierni.il

expansion and contraction

ral scientists, ot

landscape.

Returning

to the

Forum of Augustus, we

can

now

begin to appreciate the arciiitectural
skill and the knowledge of natural materials that
underlay its ornamental facings of Carrara marble.
The complex tuff masonry of the forum, along
with stabilizing travertme cut-stone masonry, were
entirely hidden trom view. Suetonius, a Roman
historian writing in the early second century .^.l)..
connnents: "Since the city was not adorned as the
dignity of the empire demanded
[Augustus]
so beautified it that he could justly boast that he had
found it built of brick and left it in marble." In the
Res Gestae, Augustus' autobiographical catalog of
personal achievements, the emperor enumerates the
.

.

.

the du'erse material characteristics

of the rocks that formed the surrounding volcanic

create internal stresses that shatter the stone.

,

They

selected certain tuffs for specific

on the basis oftheir durability and
weight-bearing strength. They used lava rock— rich
Lapis Clabmus and Tufo di Tuscolo in foundations

structural elements,

and

in

weight-bearing walls, and glass-rich Tufo

Giallo and Tufo Lionato in second-story walls

and
in

The

in concrete vaults.

recorded

Dc

technological choices

Roman monuments and
Roman builders' empirical

in the classical

archilcciHra reflect

understanding of the role of particle composition

and the relative proportions of glass, crystal, and
rock fragments in determining the durability of
the tutf building stones.

For centuries, ancient

Roman tuft building stone

public buildings, temples, and bridges he repaired.

remained buried or protected within renovated
monuments. Archaeological excavations of the
past two centuries have now exposed the tuffs to

Those works often required

accelerated decay.

many new monuments he constructed and the many
that

marble facings be

over tuff block-work or functional concrete
masonry. As Augustus transformed the stucco-covinstallecH

ered tuftliuildings

ofRome into elegant, marble-clad

To prevent

further deterioration

and eventual corrosion, the tuff building stones
should be placed under protective cover,
vius

recommended more than 2,00U

as

Vitru-

years ago.

D

structures, he created a magnificent imperial capital

whose

architectural glories

still

stand today.

sum, however, none of that would have been
possible without the genius of Roman builders in
the first century B.c:. Their lasting achievements
depend, in turn, on their astute observations, as natuIn

For more information about ancient Rome,
go towww.naturalhistorymag.com and click "Online extras," then "Web links." and finally "April

2007"

to find links related to this article.
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BOOKSHELF

By Laurence A. Marschall
The

make

entrepreneur to

first

connection between

AC

the

current and

the business potential of long-distance

energy distribution was George WestNot long after Pearl Street

inghouse.

produced its first power, Westinghouse
began setting up a network ofgenerating
stations and transmission lines based on
AC. The idea was to site power plants
where energy was abundant, near coal
mines and waterfalls, and send it to
faraway urban centers where potential
users were concentrated. Equally important, Westinghouse hired an immigrant
engineer named Nikola Tesla. Brilliant
and unconventional, Tesla designed ef-

Chicago by night

The Grid:
the

Thomas

A Journey

Through
Heart of our Electrified World
by Phillip F. Schewe

Joseph Henry Press; $27.95

Benjamin

Franklin, for

all

his sci-

acumen, never dreamed
the electricity he tinkered with

entific

that

would someday join food, water,
and clothing on the

shelter,

bare necessities. Yet here

we

list

of

are in

the twenty-first century, profoundly

dependent on the slender wires
Without

that connect us to the grid.

pumps

electricity,

food would

would not

deliver water, our homes,

spoil,

But
engineering

come unwearable. Consider

known

the in-

if Edison

electric

deserves the credit for

the

first

power system,

centralized

other, lesser-

heroes are responsible for

kudzulike growth. Power plants like

accompany

sudden blackout, such

the Pearl Street station were not suit-

the one that paralyzed the north-

ed to today's nationwide grid because
they produced direct current (DC),

as

eastern United States in the

of 2003

—people trapped

gasoline

pumps

shut

summer

in elevators,

down,

streets

turned dark and dangerous.

To be

off the grid, in short,

to

be out of the mainstream of modern
culture
which is why, except for a
few back-to-the-landers and Old Order Amish, everyone in the world is,
or wants to be, plugged in. Phillip F.
Schewe, in his eclectic survey of the

—

past century

and a quarter of electrifica-

on how that
momentous transformation came about,
and where it may be heading.
tion, casts a perceptive eye
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were inore convenient and reliable than
the steam and water turbines then common in workshops and factories.
Although Schewe has a Ph.D. in
physics and writes a weekly newsletter
for the American Institute of Physics,
his book focuses less on engineering and
more on the political, economic, and
cultural challenges that the growth of

Maybe

the grid entailed.

direction.

The problem was
at

that

not so

may

never

make

it

to

Broadway, but,
it is

a

"drama

of volts," illuminating an aspect of our
world that most of us too often take
for granted.

Steller's Island:

Adventures

of a Pioneer Naturalist in
by

Dean

Alaska

Littlepage

The Mountaineers Books; $17.95

DC

the time, be sent

over long distances without substantial
losses

that's

Schewe is also a playwright
whose works have been staged in New
York and Washington, D.C. The Grid
surprising:

current that flowed steadily in one

a

current could not,
is

AC generators to make electricity
and compact AC motors that

cheaply,

its

conveniences, major and minor, that
a

ficient

to use Schewe's phrase,

would
soon become unlivable and our
clothes, unwashed, would soon be-

bereft of heating or cooling,

46

Edison, not surprisingly,

was the father of the grid. At 3 P.M. on
September 4, 1882, he threw a lever
in his first power plant at 255—57 Pearl
Street in Manhattan, sending current along a network of underground
wires to 400 electric lamps in buildings
nearby. By November, the number of
lamps drawing sustenance from Pearl
Street had tripled, and within a year
The New York Times had 300 bulbs
burning in its own building. Edison
power plants and electrical lines were
soon going up in Budapest, Milan,
Moscow, Santiago, and a host of other
cities around the world.

of energy.

At
St.

the Zoological Institute of the
Russian Academy of Sciences in
Petersburg is a slab of white bone

mission.

surface. The ridgno obvious physiological purpose
unless perhaps one
is an expert in the oral anatomy of
extinct species. The bone comes firom
the mouth of a giant marine mammal,
Steller's sea cow, which once used a

rent could transport

pair

The

solution

was AC, or alternating

current, whose flow reversed itself many
times a second. The rapid reversals made
it

possible to step

AC

current up to a

high voltage, which loses

less

energy

than low-voltage current during trans-

At ultrahigh voltages, AC curpower efficiently
over wires for hundreds of miles.

with an oddly ridged
es

seem

to serve

of these

—

plates in place

of teeth to

masticate long strands of kelp

it

pulled

American Museum

o

Natural History ^J
Expeditions

Discover North Africa with the
American Museum of Natural History
North African Coastal Odyssey
October 10-23,2007
Embark

the intimare Le Levant a.nd set

to the

sail

"Barbary Coast" of North Africa. Enjoy exotic Tunisia,
stroll

among

the ruins of Carthage, the ancient

Phoenician empire that once rivaled Rome.

Conclude the adventure
Alexandria's impressive

and the awe-inspiring
found

in Cairo's

in Eg)'pt,

new

and admire

Bibliotheca Alexandrina

collections of Egyptian artifacts

renowned Egv'ptian Museum of

Antiquities.

Casablanca to the Cape by Private Jet
October 18-November 8, 2007
Imagine a grand journey that sweeps a continent, that
begins in cosmopolitan Casablanca, heads south and
west, ends at the southern
offers

most

tip

of Cape Point, and

an experience of Africa unlike any other. This

program only made possible
brings

you

via private air

is

a

which

lace to face with the rich biodiversit)' ol the

Congo

basin,

and

takes

you

inside unforgettable

landscapes and cultures. Join us on a program that
reveals places

lew travelers have seen or experienced.

Treasures of the Arabian Gulf
November 25-December 6, 2007
Windswept sand dunes. Bedouin

desert

encampments,

and camel caravans traveling along ancient trade routes
are

elements that traditionally represent Arabia in the

popular imagination. But glittering, ultramodern
skyscrapers are as

much

a part of the

new Arabia

as

water pipes and wadis. Aboard the spacious Island Sky,
cruise the spectacular

unique overlap of

Arabian Gulf coast to explore the

past, present,

and future

in

Oman,

Bahrain, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates.

AMNH

Expeditions

800-462-8687 or 2 2-769-5700
1

www.amnhexpeditions.org

from the

North

bears the

the

frigid waters

of the

Looking at

The animal
eponym of one of

first

and

last

to see a Uve sea

modern ob-

server sees something like a

Europeans

cow in its

sketches of the

creature, the

Pacific.

stretch-Hmo version of a sea

na-

Hon,

its

bUmpish body con-

tive habitat:

necting a two-lobed taU and

Steller,

Georg WUhelni
the young naturalist

a

on Vitus Bering's pioneer-

specimen measured twenty-

ing voyage to the Aleutians

five feet fi-om

and along the coast ofAlaska
that embarked from Siberia
in 1741.

So

difficult

was Arctic

travel in those days that

was fortunate
all

that

anyone

Skeleton of Steller's sea cow, a giant marine

mammal

it

Steller collected that

at

survived to describe the sea cow.

Almost half of the expedition's com-

it

back to

What

managed to make

civilization.

did

come out of the

trip

pany, including Bering himself, died

Steller's

of scurvy before the voyage was over.
Shipwrecked on a remote island, the
company spent the winter of 1741-42
huddled in improvised shelters. Not

monumental inonograph, The

until the following

August did

Stellar

and forty-five survivors finally limp
back to a Siberian port in a boat made
from the wreckage of their original
sailing craft. The palate bone, as a
consequence, is one of the few artifacts

of the Sea,

among

first

mammals

And

Steller

most of them only

known to European biologists

of the time, sea cows were by
largest.

Beasts

published in 1751.

the marine

discusses in his book,

vaguely

were

observations, collected in his

far the

He and his shipmates managed

to kill a full-grown female

snout. Steller's

nose to

tail. Its

tongue was a foot long, its
blubber was six inches thick,
and its stubby front flippers
were equipped with clawlike appendages that helped
it dig kelp strands from rocks.
To survive in cold water, it must
have consumed enormous quantities

of food.
a large

Its

stomach was the size of
closet, and its diges-

walk-in

tive tract,

when unfolded

shore, stretched

500

feet

along the

from mouth

to rectum, twenty times the creature's

length. (For comparison, the
digestive tract

is

human

only about five times

an average person's height.)

and dissect it

on the beach, the only extant scientific
report of one in the flesh.

flattened

Steller

cows

observed

population of sea

a

was barely able to survive;
their habitat had probably been warmer
that

when they migrated to the Arctic millions of years earlier.

Across the Top of Europe

RUSSIA'S WHITE SEA

Even

if they

had

not been hunted to extinction by 1768,

& NORTH CAPE ADVENTURE

they might have disappeared.

Join us aboard the superb Clipper Adventurer and

other creatures that survive today

discover a world of rugged beauty and abundant

incredible act of scientific discipline

Steller also described

wildlife in this arctic

wonderland. Russia's sublime

White Sea islands are the summer residence
of

thousands

of seabirds

black guillemots

whales and
tic

— and

—

its

kittiwakes, razorbills,

waters are home

to beluga

their young. Explore the exquisite

legacy of these islands, step ashore

villages of reindeer herders,
of

of tens

and

sail

in

monas-

remote

across the top

Europe to witness the spectacular geography of

Norway and

White Sea

millions of nesting puffins.

to

North Cape

28,

2007

variety of

—an

and bitter
had to struggle merely to stay
alive. He was an acute observer of the
physical characteristics and behavior of
since, as a castaway in a cold

land, he

such creatures as sea otters, sea lions,
and northern fur seals. He noted, for

which had
body fat, managed to insulate
itself by continually growing a new
coat and shedding its old one, a few
instance, that the sea otter,

little

hairs at a time.

Dean Littlepage, an Alaskan writer,

Aboard the 110-passenger Clipper Adventurer
August 14 -

.a

re-creates Steller's adventures,

drawing

heavily on the logbooks and journals

of Steller and his companions. There's
of Littlepage's own expertise in
outdoor journalism on display here too,
as the author backpacks around Kayak
a bit

Island,

where

48

came ashore in
no longer a blank

Steller first

North America.

It's
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He was a hardworking farm
She was an

Italian

boy.

supermodel.

He knew he would have just
one chance to impress

her.
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spot

on the map,

as

it

was

in Steller's

that their

form and fragrance
designed by a

time, but Littlepage helps the reader

may have been

understand the excitement the young
explorer must have felt 250 years ago,

corporate breeding laboratory

fresh-eyed and eager to be amazed.

she goes on, they were probably

in

Holland or California. But,

grown

in a crowded greenhouse in the Andes. Around
the beginning ofJanuary, local
laborers made the rounds of the
hothouse aisles, placing little

Flower Confidential: The Good,
the Bad, and the Beautiful
Business of Flowers
Amy Stewart

in the

by

mesh sleeves

Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill
$23.95

condones, or

(aptly nicknamed
"condoms") over

each bud of "my" roses to keep

them from opening too soon.
to write this review, a

A month later, the workers cut

scant forty-eight hours before Val-

each stem, dipped each flower

more

into a barrel of fungicide, and

Sitting down
entine's Day,

realized that, like

I

than 55 percent of
gift-givers,

I

my

fellow holiday

have not yet bought any

That curious statistic comes
from Flower Confidential, which strips
flowers.

bare

more about

the cut-flower indus-

most people buying a heartfelt
bouquet would want to know.
In the case of the roses for my betry than

loved
a

—^which

few minutes

I

swear I will order in just

—Amy Stewart

tells

me

At work

in

arranged the swelling buds in bunches
for shipping.

Large trucks ferried the crop to the

where it was placed on a plane.
Purchased by an export firm, the flowers were soon bound for New York or
Miami. From there they were trucked,
airport,

my local florist.
And as soon as I make my phone call, he

a Colombian flower factory

and deliver them, with the appropriate
message of devotion, sometime before
the sun has set on February 14
less
than a week after they began their
journey from South America.

—

Stewart

as rapidly as possible, to

will add a

few garnishes and flourishes

cal

takes her readers

on every

with a critieye and the panache of a seasoned
stage

of

journalist.

A

this odyssey,

confessed flower junkie.
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SATISmCTION GUARANTEED!

j^MODELEXPO
3850

N. 29th Terrace • Hollywood,

FL 33020

SERVING MODELERS SINCE 1946
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live

plus 150 other
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natural science

"As a professional restorer of
antique and classic watches for

museums, including the
Smithsonian, I recently reviewed
the
is

movement and

individual

of the Stauer 1779 Skeleton
Tlte assembly and the
f the mechanical

rovem&M are

excellent.

Thomas
wson

Wch
\pany

she can't

resist

the blooms, even

when

flower plantation on

she's visiting a

the industrial scale. "As I stood
and
looked out across several dozen rows
of sunny orange gerberas in bloom,"
.

.

.

she writes from Holland, "I thought
that I'd probably never seen so

much

exuberance in one place. This is not
a flower with nuance. It radiates pure,
uncomplicated happiness."
Elsewhere, she shops for flowers the

way Imelda Marcos must have shopped
for shoes:
I

No

Bones About

I was in Miami and spent an entire
day driving from one Field of Flowers lo-

It

The Vintage Design of the Stauer 1779 Skeleton Reveals the Precision
Inner Workings of a Great Machine.

We

The Time Machine.

watch in our oldest

to George

found our
most interesting

A

We

took the timepiece

Thomas,

a

the earliest designs

noted historian and watch
restorer for museums such
as the Smithsonian, and
he dissected the 110 parts

of the sought after

of the vintage

skeleton timepiece.

He gave

history book.

trip to

an antique book store
led us to find one of

With

a 227-year-old

design, Stauer has

brought back the past

to further explore the intricate

build

move-

in the intriguing old

movement and

and hand assembled
into the heart of the

case.

Intelligent Collectors of vintage mechanical
watches have grown bored with mass
produced quartz movements. Like fine

antique car collectors, they look for
authenticity, but they also want practicality
their tiny

museum

machines. Inspired by a

piece dating to 1779,

we

engineered this classic with $31,000,000

worth of precise Swiss
create the intricate

machinery to
gears and levers. So the
built

historians are thrilled with the authenticity

and the demanding engineers

crystal

Way Through. The

on the

front

and the

see

through

exhibition back allow you to observe

ing

staff to

repeats

itself.

just couldn't

I

wonder

But Stewart

is

about.

no Pollyanna. As her
view the

suggests, she does not

title

flower business through rose-colored

Most flowers for the trade are
no longer grown on family farms and
sold by elegant old ladies
if they
glasses.

—

ever were.

and

as

They

are

commodities,

such are fully enmeshed in

the creeping ivy ofglobalism. Flower

workers, particularly in developing
nations where mass-market blooms

grown, endure long hours and

are

please act quickly. Historical value rarely

I

was hooked. I fiUed
my drab hotel room with odd and unusual flowers I picked up at the three shops,
and left them behind for the housekeep-

may suffer the

have been able to keep the price on
this collector's limited edition to only
three payments of $33.00. This incredible
watch has an attractive price and comes
with an exclusive 30-day in-home trial.
If you're not completely satisfied with
the performance and exquisite detail of
this fine timepiece, simply return it for a
full refund of your purchase price. There
are only 4,999 in the limited edition, so

effects

lated pesticides.
dollars

I

By

of poorly regu-

the time the five

might pay for an up-market
New York City trickles

rose stem in

down

to the laborer who harvested
only a few cents remain for his or
her time and effort.

it,

Consider, then, the lilies of the
Stewart is saying and all they
go through on the way to your table.

—

field,

"If it seems like flowers have lost their

Not Available
Call

now

Stauer
3

1

to take

in Stores

soul in this process," she concludes,

advantage of this limited offer.

"well, they have."

779 Skeleton Watch

payments of $33 + S&H

Laurence A. Marschall,

800-935-4635
Promotional Code

work

Please

narmony. The balance wheel
oscillates at 21,600 times per hour for
superb accuracy. The crocodile embossed
leather strap adjusts from 6 Vz" to 9" so it
will fit practically any wrist. So give it a
little wind and the gears roar to life.

enough of it

sponsoring yacht races and polo matches.

the gold-fused mainspring, escapement,
balance wheel and many of the 17 rubies
in

little

cation to the next because
get

We

are quite

impressed with the technical performance.

See All the

than the

and your new

When we shared the price
with him, George was stunned. He said
that no other luxury skeleton can be had
for under $1000. But we pour our money
into the watch construction, not into

Beauty is only skin deep but the
Engineering Goes Right to the Bone.

rare

better

possible to

maintenance.'

unique timepiece. It's like seeing an
X-Ray inside the handsome gold filled

from

is

skeleton requires so

world geometry of the Stauer 1779
Skeleton. See right through to the
precision parts

it

original,

ment and fine craftsmanship.

movement.

the "1779" top

reviews. "It

The open exhibition back allows you

hopelessly in love with this store

fell

when

mention

this

SKWl 87-01

code

when you

Supernova

Story,

is

author of The

W.K. T. Sahm

Professor

of Physics at Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania,

and

director

of Project

CLEA,

which

call.

produces widely used simulation software for
To order by mail, please call for details.

education in astronomy.

14101 Southcross Drive W.,

Stauer

Dept.

SKWl 87-01

Burnsville.

Minnesota 55337

www.stauer.com
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Three outstanding optical instruments from Jomira.
Our exclusive imports, our exclusive prices*
*But be sure to read this entire ad for our "Special Deal!"
The spy glass

made naval history.

that

The only universal optical instrument.

ADMIRAL
FARRAGUT'S

PANSCOPE

Jomirascope

complete optical system)
from us only $59.95 (Why pay more?)*

8 X 20 monocular
from us only $59.95

(the

TELESCOPE

Hold the whole world in your hand with..

.

(Why pay more?)

<

(with table top tripod)

from us only $59.95
^

(Why pay moie?)

*

The optics of Admiral

'

Farru^iii

Tehicope are

's

25xiU. This means thai

• The optics
of
jomirascope are Hx20 -

yuti gel 2}.\ iiiugnifkvlioii

the great light-gathering

iii

capacity of a

iOmm

objective lens. The scope

chromed (over brass) for extra
durability.

Admiral Farragut

Kx magnification with 20

mm objective lens,

fully

is

beauty; protection

and

in

Telescope comes with

's

a

Ileal

can be used as an

a vinyl belt-looped carry case and a table-top tripod

it

comes

zippered carrying case. The objective lens
>ix

magnifier

A 25x microscope

attachment ($29.95. 3 for $59.90)

is

also available.

so small that

it

fits

for extended observations.
•

When Admiral
torpedoes;

Farragut

("Damn

fleets.

made of brass -

This

pure brass body),

is

fully

full

chromed over

about 5" long

collapsed position and 13"

is

its

its

in its

when extended

to

25x. which

means

unaided eye. Compare

if

that

in its tiny

and loupes

at 5x,

And

it

it

to top

in

bell-loop vinyl carrying case. There

makers.

is

in

also a

Its

most affordable

It is

now

a\'ailable

30x

little

Its

20

galhenng even

home of famous

Leica

at

1,000 yds.

rasiling in the bushes'.'

discover that

was an

it

woodpecker Do

light

dusk or dawn. What was

at

>'0u

that

With jomirascope you'll
ivor\'-billed

wish to explore every

on the moon, or (with some luck)

discern the rings of Saturn'? jomira,scope will

be your instrument of choice.

included

instrument, developed

ft.

mm objective lens af!brds unusual

feature

quality.

is

with a remarkable field of 430

than e\en

Much

smaller

"pockef binoculars and with

greater

magnification than most, jomira.scope should

and exploration. You can use the objective lens

needle-sharp focus, with absolute clarity
full

is

the indispensable

of the jomirascope as an excellent 8x magnifier.

And do

consider

of laboratory

chromatic correction.

about everybody

will really

enjoy and that will give you wonderful sennce
years.

also functions as a

8 x 20 fully prismatic and

hard-coaled optics give you 8x magnification,

first

choice

a

tlie

25x microscope attachment

quality,

which makes jomirascope

complete optical system.

of scientists and professionals and of just

always wanted but thought you couldn't

many

delivers magnifiers

packs a tremendous wallop

coated optics are of superb quality.

PANSCOPE

something you

you

as a 3x

it

Its

be your constant companion, for enjoyment

This beautiful instrument

a small luxury that

it

body.

the product of one of Asia's finest

and with

is

use

deli\ering the image with brilliant luminosity,

with a

is

may

Ox, and 15x enlargement.

Wetzlar (Germany),

lable-top tripod for extended obsen'ations.

for

I

it

it

and 30x microscope

cameras,

ADMIRAL

FARRAGUT'S TELESCOPE comes

It is

all.

This manelous

that to binoculars,

perhaps 8x magnification.

alTord.

body. You

special stand for long-term observation

for I5x

viewed with the

you not more than 6x or

usual!) gi\e

PANSCOPE

optical marx'el.

little

magnifying mode,

A

brings everything 25-times closer, and in

which

a

microscope of laboratory

necdlc-sharp focus, than

lady's purse. Yet

telescope or as a unique 3x telescope-loupe. In

operating length.

Enlargement

case and with aplastic "tripod"

(only 2" long) contains a complete optical

system

Admiral Farragut "s was
is

is

is

unobtrusively in a man's coal pocket or a

in its tiny

This beautiful optical

ours

Jomirascope
its

used a telescope

instrument, a faithful replica of the famous
original (except that

comes with

beaulijully gijt-buxed.

for extended obsermtioits at I5x and 3Ux.

movements of the

just like this to monitor the

P.iNSCOPE is

r.eatly fitted leather

speed ahead!") fought

full

his legendary' naval battles he

enemies'

the

from us

at

a

who wants and

the infinite detail in

life that is

needs to see

Jomira

not readily

division of jomirayadvance

a\ailable to the unaided eye.

470 3rd

price.

St.,

«

1

1 ,

San Francisco.

CA 94

1

07

* And here is our "special deal": You may buy any three of these outstanding optical instruments
(mixed or matched) for the price of two, only $1 19.90
even the somewhat more expensive Jomirascope.

—

You ma\ order
and S9.90

b\ toll-t'tcc phono, by

lor ihree

for C.\ delivery.

inslmments

-

ni.iil.

except one

or by lax and pay by chock or

Adm.

Farragut 's Telescope

You ha\e 30-day refund and one-year «

arranly.

We

is

.AMEX Visa

.MasterCard, Please gi\e order code shown, .^dd S6.9.^ tor ship, ins lor one

S9.90 and any three inslrumenls containing .\din. Fanagut's Telescope S 1 2.95

do not refund postage. For customer

We ship the same day we receive your order.

ser\ ice or

w

holesale information, please call

(-

-

d sales lax
'

356-7801

Please give order code Y818!

Order by toll-free phone: 1-800/600-2777, or (fastestl) by fax:
Visit our website at www.jonura.coxn

1-41
j

-7804.

nature.net
Research Group at the University of
Sheffield in England has an addictive

Pop Charts

Web site called Worldmapper that shows
how humanity and resources are distri-

By Robert Anderson

buted (www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/world
mapper).

Nowadays, when

compete

children

dow

But

seat.

my two

fly,

I

win-

for the

remember when

I

I

used

be glued to the airplane window on
approach to Los Angeles. The grid of
streets and the sinuous system of freeto

If

you
it

can't find

it

here,

doesn't exist.

ways spread out for hundreds of square
miles before me was always a vivid reminder of the remarkable expansion
of our species. Just before landing, I

would

also

note the

AbeBooks.com^

reproduc-

scribe population, health, literacy, or any

of hundreds of other

societal attributes.

Under "Map Categories" select "Basic"
for various population maps, including

ones predicting the numbers for 2050

and 2300. The growth rate of global
now slowed to about

population has

which may not
of what

1.15 percent per year,

seem

But

high.

to get a sense

that really means,

go to "Understand-

ing Exponential Growth," by Greg

al-

Bothun of

face,

re-

(zebu.uoregon.edu/2003/es202/lec06.html).

gional conflicts to global

warming and

Near the top of the page you'll find a
where you can explore how population wUl affect greenhouse-gas emissions. At the bottom cUck
on "next lecture" to learn more about
the math of population dynamics.
As clever as our species is, we are not
immune to many of the same physical restraints that keep other animal
populations in check. Gigi A. Richard, a geologist at Mesa State College
in Grand Junction, Colorado, ponders

seems, exacerbates

from

the loss of biodiversity.

On
100 million new, used, rare,
and out-of-print books.

Our

countries are sized to

numbers, whether they de-

most every problem we

tive success, it

^^

grinding

traffic

along the 405 freeway.

The

reflect the

the Internet scores of organi-

sound

warnings, and offer ways to soften the

impact of future population growth.
site

"World

in the Bal-

ance" (www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/world
balance)

is

a

good introduction

to the

subject.

Beneath the heading,

clock"

on popsites
counts each moment's
in our numbers (as I write, it

—

ulation

is

a

"pop-

a ubiquitous feature

increase

Oregon

link to a simulator

zations analyze the numbers,

NOK4's Web

the University of

—

speeding past 6,569,308,148). In the

how many

people the planet can

ulti-

mately sustain. Her startling conclusion:

"Interactives" section, click on "Human
Numbers Through Time" for a series
of nine maps that show the spread of

fewer than are

our species across the globe (to animate
the maps, click through to the last one
and then select "play all," which ap-

"carrying capacity" for reindeer on

pears just above the

map on

gist

Dave

Matthew

island's

food sup-

on

(see www.gi.alaska.edu/ScienceForum/

ASFl 6/1 672.html). Such ecological di-

statistics

throughout the world, go
Bureau
(www.prb.org) and click "Datafinder."

human

populations in

sasters culled

to the Population Reference

the past; perhaps the most

Globally, in this century, the least de-

veloped regions will undergo nearly
the growth. For a quick look at

all

where

people Uve, go to the Hive Group (www.

.

century will be about how we

this

various countries.

Robert Anderson

Social

and

Spatial InequaHties
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ominous

example was the demise of the people
of Easter Island (cUck on "Out of House
and Home," also at the "World in the
Balance" Web site, the first one listed
above) Inevitably, part of the story of

which specializes in visualizing business data. Here you
can readily compare the populations of
hivegroup.com/world.html),

54

St.

population simply crashed

birthrates

The

of the

Island, Alaska. After the rein-

deer outstripped the
ply, their

She cites biolo-

Klein's classic study

the social factors that afreet

For authoritative current

many of

the right).

today (www.ilea.

alive

org/leaf/richard2002.html).

to grips

come

with our "success."

writer living in

is

Los Angeles.

a freelance science

EXfLOI^ER
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Unforgettable

Adventures
Emiioi

Cnn»l-o>
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w ww.c.iiuulrori.aiin

|

Exceptional Scholars

smAiiEiiu

AMAZON

-^^

\\*'w.(!<ilapa^0:jcxpt(>ri.'r.ci»m

Award winning lodge in Peru's TamshiyacuTahuayo Reserve, shown to have the greatest
mammal diversity in the Amazon. Customized
itinerary,

from

soft family to wilderness

camping.

Featuring the Amazon's longest zipline canopy
access. In business since 1981. References available.

Amazon. Galapagos,
Machu Picchu
\
^ For brochures & custom made tours
^

Customized economical tours to Cusco and
other sites

in

Four Corners;

Bandeller and the

Past and Present

Pajarito Plateau

ScptemtBr 2-8. 2007

June 10-16. 2007

Hiking Carrizo

Peru as well.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS
800-262-9669 www.perujungle.com
www.peruandes.com

Clay Workshop with

Mountain Country

Michael Kanteena

September 9-15. 2007

July 1-7.

2007
Ireland's

Northwest Coast

Tara Tours 1-800-327-0080
Since 1980

Archaeology of

Art

www.taratours.com

NATURE AND CULTDRE, A HIDDEN TREASURE

&

Western Seaboard

Cultures of

September 18-30. 2007

Vancouver Island
August 1-11, 2007

Little

Colorado River

Rock Art
Sept 30-October

^Galapagos Islands
^^i^
cruises
a
^
Jg
800-344-6118

for

(HOW CANYON

groups and individuals

Near Mesa Verde

adventure-life.com

Unique Nature and Cultural Programs
Amazon & Galapagos Cruises, Brazil & Argentina
Marshes, Patagonia, Machu Picchu, and more

nternational Tours
800-765-5657
info@solintl.com

'^^ji'
^

solintl.com

GALAPAGOS ...The Trip of a Lifetime
in comprehensive, professionally-led.
and photo tours of the Galapagos Islands.
Monthly departures on 14-16 passenger yachts.

Specializing

natural history

(600) 969-9014 • www.galapagostraval.com
783 Rio Del Mar Boulevard, Suite #49. Aptos, CA 95003

Call

646-356-6586

/\n\'r:NTrni
for

Original

oil

paintings

from your saferi and
'

eco-tourpi

EXPLOKEK-QUIDE
rates

and information.

2007

AWHAEOLOCKAL (ENTER

natural history

:

6,

RochelleA/l

'SoiJth

& Central America

' 1
Travel Sp:^cialists
adventure-life.com
800-344-6118

808-985-7311
Rmasonfinearts.i

;

in

Southwest CO

ADVERTISEMENT

READER
ADVENTURE TRAVEL/
TOURS
1

9.

on the 104-passenger, zodiac-

equipped

M/S Explorer and

SERIOUS TRAVELER

Cultural Tours, Small Groups, Exotic
destinations. Craft Tours, Libya, Iran,
India, Faroes, Apulia, Tibet, Myanmar,

ADVENTURE CANADA

Tra\'el

SERVICE

Road, Kenya, and much more!
Travel Concepts International.
Silk

discover the

and wildlife of Arctic Canada
and Greenland with our team of artists,
scientists, and culturalists.
2.

ADVENTURE

LIFE

JOURNEYS

Small group travel in the Andes,
Amazon, Galapagos, Patagonia,
Antarctica, and Central America. Expert
local guides lead our cultural and
ecological explorations

and

ADVENTURESMITH EXPLORATIONS

5.

of the Amazon.

are unspoiled. Small groups,

colorfial traditional culture.

customized

Peru.

HISTORY EXPEDITIONS

AMNH

experience

first

itineraries,

personalized

TARA TOURS

Tara Tours specialize in travel to
Central and South America since 1980.
Free brochures and quotes.
12.

ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS

Expedition and
hand the world's

and cultural treasures

company of AMNH

Experdy led and

staffed,

our programs

6.

CANODROS

Canodros offers up-scale ser\ices in
Ecuador with the Galapagos Explorer
and Kapawi. We are committed to
providing a memorable and emicJiing
experience of the cultirre, and natural

.

from
.come and

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
CALVERT— INVESTMENTS THAT
MAKE A DIFFERENCE®

The Vikings visited 1 ,000 5'ears ago.
John Cabot followed in 1497. Unlike

22.

you, they couldn't receive our Free
Traveler's Guide. 1-800-563-6353 or

The

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND,

CANADA

nation's largest family of mutual
funds that integrate rigorous financial
analysis with a thorough assessment of
corporate integrity' including
environmental impact.

experience our unique red cliffs
and parabolic sand dunes and hike or
bike the Confederation Trail across our

MARYLAND

Island.

23.

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

II

15.

AIR

GREENLAND

From May 2007

Air Greenland will
offer direct flights from Baltimore,
die first
to Kangerlussuag, Greenland

—

CROW CANYON ARCHAEOLOGICAL

CARROLL COUNTY, MARYLAND

MD

to explore, festivals to celebrate, scenic
biking and hiking. Antique shops,

country inns, fine restaurants, and our
Civil War Driving Tour. Just 45 minutes
northwest of Baltimore.

CHARLES COUNTY, MARYLAND

direct service ever.

24.

GUATEMALA
From our archeological

the birds! Take a hike! Hunt for
shop. Experience the
wild side of the Potomac where eagles
It's for

Small-group cultural adventures led by

world-renowned scholars explore some
of the world's most interesting
locations.

16.

fossils, golf, fish,

skyscrapers to

our quaint colonial cities; our Mayan
culture to our vast natural resources.
Come "Discover" our Mayan Spirit.

GMAPAGOS TRAVEL

Specializing in comprehensive,

educationally-oriented, professionally-led
natural history tours of the Galapagos
Islands.

will be mystified, captivated and
delighted by Yucatan. From prehistoric
temples to indigenous theater, from

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

CENTER

8.

YUCATAN

Carol County, Maryland. Quaint villages

history.

7.

Ireland vacation planner.

convents to superb cuisine.
visit Yucatan.

CANADA

14.

researchers.

TOURISM IRELAND

colonial cities to mangroves,

Come

and

to

Discover your very own Ireland in 2007.
Great places and activities brought to life
by great people. Contact us for a free

21.

NewfoundlandandLabrador.com.

in the

scientist

Come

You

Offers small-group expeditions to
remote locations around the world.

greatest wildlife areas, archeological
sites

19.

service.

13.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL

Join an

Peru has it all. Fascinating history, as the
land of the Incas, incredible nature with
more than 1,800 species of birds and

provide the finest adventure travel
experience imaginable.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS

PROMPERU

South America,
and cultural
programs to areas where wildlife
abounds and indigenous communities

20.

Award-winning Jungle Lodge in the
Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo Reserve, shown to
have the greatest diversity of mammals in
all

specialize in

'

experience an
ancient heritage, pristine nature, and
modern lifestyle that coexist in harmony?
Enjoy yourself in a pure, natural, and
unspoiled place
Iceland: The Way Life
Should Be.

offering exceptional nature

11.

Small ship cruise and adventure travel
experts. Explore nature up close and in
st^'le aboard luxury yachts, small ships and
wilderness lodges. Our experienced staff
Icnows the best ships and trips for every
ability' and budget.
4.

SOL INTERNATIONAL

naturalist

cruises.

3.

10.

j

18. ICELAND
Where else can you

—

art, culture

We

;

Spend 11 or 15 days touring

the significant outer islands.

all

17. BELIZE
Catch the Adventure! From rainforest
is only 2
hours from the USA. Belize. Mother
Nature's best kept secret.

resort to Barrier Reef. Belize

soar.

CHESAPEAKE BAY MARITIME
MUSEUM, MARYLAND

25.

Located in historic St. Michaels, the
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum
boasts ten waterfront exhibits, working
boat yard, and the largest collection of
Bay boats.
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below, circle the corresponding

on the attached postage-paid card. Mail card,

visit us at

www.iiatiiralhistorymag.com.

If

the card

is

Less than an lioiir from Washington O.C
you can discover ('hesapeakc I5av histor\'.

Hunt along

sand\' beaclies for over

600

species at the I5-niillion-\ear-old

Calvert

Cliff's.

Hike 13 miles of trails and

ATHENA PUBLICATIONS,

35.

.\then.i Re\iew, joLU-nal

INC.

of archeology,

history and exploration, invites

send

for

more information on

to

856-380-4101, or

08052.

MISCELLANEOUS

26. CHOOSE CALVERT COUNTY,
MARYLAND

it

missing, mail your reciuest to:

P.O. Box ';000, Maple Shade, NJ

Fossil

fax

you to

a free

issue.

U

S.

43.

ALABAMA GULF COAST

TRAVEL

Spectacular beaches. Outstanding

accommodations. And warmed by
sunshine, history, culture and unspoiled
natural beaut)-.

more.

BBC AMERICA SHOP

36.

27.

DORCHESTER COUNTY, AAARYLAND

Home

to world

renowned Blackwater

National Wildlife Refuge, excellent
paddling, cycling, fishing and hunting;
explore the heart of Chesapeake (x)untr\on Maryland's Eastern Shore.

44.

Bringing you the very best in British
entertainment: award-winning DNTls

ARIZONA— THE GRAND CANYON

Grab

and sei/e the day. Immerse
day full of adventure and
night Rill of fun.
life

yourself

in a

and videos from vour favorite
television shows as well as movies,
books, audio books and other British

45. LITTLE

gifts.

F.xclusi\e 10,000-acre Get^rgia island

a

ST SIMONS ISLAND

paradise, private seven-mile pristine
28.

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND

Maryland's Crossroads of History.
Antiques, battlefields, covered bridges,
parks, wineries and more. Close to
Gettysburg and DC.
29. KENT COUNTY, MARYLAND
The Count)' of Kent is a scenic peninsula
on the Chesapeake Bay, offering fishing,

boating, kayaking, small beaches,
awesome sunsets, museums, the "Arts",
farmers' markets, and great shopping.
30.

MARYLAND VACATIONS

Beaches, mountains, big cities, small
towns. Maryland has so man\' things to
do, so close together.

37. L.L.

BEAN

beach, natural history tours, birding

L.L. Bean, Freeport, Maine. Choose
from a wide selection of new

—

and classic products
tested and
guaranteed to provide lasting qualitv'
and value. For your FREE catalog,
circle our number.

and recreational

activities galore,

gourmet regional cuisine and gracious
accommodations await just thirtvguests.

46.

MCKEE BOTANICAL GARDEN

MONTANA

Travel back to prehistoric times
through June 1st at iMcKee Botanical
Garden in Vero Beach, Florida where
30 life-sized dinosaurs have invaded this
subtropical garden.

Custer, Sitting bull, and Lewis and
Why haven't

47.

MONTANA
CUSTER COUNTRY,

38.

Clark have been here.
you.'

HELENA,

39.

NORTH CAROLINA OUTER BANKS
The Outer Banks of North C'arolina

—

Immerse yourself in culture and
Here anytime is qualin- time.

MONTANA

Experience the charm, culture and
limitless outdoor adventure in

48.

MARYLAND

Montana's

Southwest Louisiana

Experience transportation history along
the
Canal and the National Capital

Free Travel Planner todav.
Call 1-800-743-5362 or go to
w\v\v.gohelena.com

31

MONTGOMERY COUNTY,

C&O

Trolley

with

Museum. So many

eas\'

things to do
access to the nation's capital.

Bay seafood, and maritime history.
Quaint towns, scenic by-ways, and
tidewater trails. Cozy inns, waterside
dining and fantasdc festivals! Free
destinadon guide.

Montana

TALBOT COUNTY, MARYLAND

—

Play, relax, and explore in
our untouched, picturesque, serene
yet wild landscapes. Find what you're
looking for in Montana. Free \acation
Planner 1-S00-\"ISIT-MT ext.771 or
www.visitmt.com

41.
33.

602 miles of
charming hamlets St.
Michaels, Oxford, Tilghman Island and

.An unspoiled land offering wildlife.

Old

Historic Easton offer a timeless treasury
of natural beautv' and history.

more.

\\est history, Lewis

attractions, dinosaur

Free Travel Planner:

&

with exotic

and

hunting, natural wetlands and nature
trails topped off with authentic Cajun
cooking. Come enjov!
49.

TUCSON

Tucson. Real. Natural. Arizona.
Discover a whole new side of nature in
our fascinating desert landscape. .\nd
the weather'.s perfect for exploring our
spectacular scenery any time of year.

I

.\nd

MONTANA'S RUSSELL

COUNTRY
Legendary in the paintings of
yesterday and the digital pixels of
today.

<.JJ

-800-6.33-1319

34.

42.

,^:

Clark

museums

w-ww.missouririver. visitmt.com

&

filled

MONTANA'S MISSOURI RIVER

Five beautiful rivers,

Maryland's only seaside counr\-. \'isit
Assateague Island National Seashore.
Kayak, canoe, bird \\atch or golf Stay in
one of our many bed
breakfast inns.

is

wildlife, captivating flora, fishing

COUNTRY

shoreline, unique

WORCESTER COUNTY,
MARYLAND

SOUTHWEST LOUISIANA

MONTANA TOURISM

40.

ST MARY'S COUNTY, MARYLAND
Potomac River lighthouses, Chesapeake

32.

Order vour

capital citv.

history.

order a stibsaiptioii,

call:

1-800-234-5252.
Visit

our

iirbsite:

wnnuikUuralhistoryDiag.coiii

THE SKY
Mercury

is

IN

APRIL

morning

a

By Joe Rao

object during

low into the
bright morning twilight to be viewed
from northern latitudes.
April, but

it

has sunk too

The dim, +4.4-magnitude star 37 Tauri

of that distant world. In binoculars or
through a small telescope, Uranus ap-

third of a degree

pears as a dim, tiny "star" at magnitude

half degrees to the
slips just a

of the Pleiades.

left

the diameter of the full

(less

Moon)

than

south

of Venus on the 15th, and the orange,
Venus, blazing

at

magnitude

—4.1,

is

the grand evening "star" this month,
far

outshining

planets.

It

all

the other

and

stars

appears almost due west after

sunset every night; look for

it

during

after twilight. If you

seven degrees below and to the

horizon

all

10 or 11 P.M. local

daylight time (LDT),

it's

only Venus.

of

left

Venus on the 21st.
Although small and gibbous, the
planet is certainly worth a look in

less

as late as

a telescope.

Hunt

it

down

in bright

twilight or even in daylight, while

it's

high in the sky. The best telescopic
views of Venus are in a bright sky.
still

behind it.

brilliant light

hangs about two and

a

at

of the bright

left

Antares, just before

1

A.M.

the beginning of the month,

andjust before 11 P.M.

at

month's end.

Telescopic observers can catch Jupiter
at its

highest in the south shortly before

morning twilight.
moons ofJupiter can

the beginning of

four largest

or even through steadily held bin-

above the east-southeastern horizon

month at dawn. Meanwhile, the faint
of Aquarius

stars

ing

at

slide

behind the

tiny.

magnitude +1.1
in a telescope

is

Red

at

midmonth.

disappointingly

On the morning of the

using Mars

as a

29th, try

guide to find the planet

Uranus. Mars passes just 0.7 degree south

Bargain 1981

Proof

LDT

star

readily be seen with a small telescope

rises

Mars

slide

ruddy

south of east about two hours

Mars

the horizon at dusk, while the stars in

seem to

ten degrees to the

before sunup, and hangs nearly motion-

Planet and toward the upper right. Shin-

On the evening of the 11th the planet's

bright as Mars.

Jupiter rises in the southeast, about

The

Throughout the month Venus remains at nearly the same place above
the background

as

first-magnitude star Aldebaran passes

watch caremonth, you'll notice that the
planet rises a little higher with each
passing week, staying up from one and
a half to almost two hours after the end
of evening twilight. If you see a weird
bright light hanging like some distant
lantern low on the west-northwestern
and

fully this

+5.7, with a greenish-blue tint, only

about 0.01

oculars.

two

The moons

take

from about

to seventeen days to orbit Jupiter,

changing their relative positions
to hour and from night to
night. On the morning of the 23rd,
for instance, you can see two moons
on each side ofJupiter, whereas on the
morning of the 28th, all four appear
lined up on one side of the planet.
visibly

from hour

As twilight falls, Saturn emerges close
to the meridian at magnitude +0.3,

U.S.

and remains visible well past midnight.

The planet lies in the constellation Leo,
the lion, all month, appearing some
two and three-quarters times as bright

Set, $9.95

as

the first-magnitude star Regulus,

glimmering about

a

dozen degrees

Any telescope

that can

reveal Saturn's rings can also

show its
which is

east

of Saturn.

9th-magnitude moon Titan,
always within four ring-lengths of the
planet. Titan circles Saturn once every
sixteen days.

Look for it

to the east of

Saturn around the 4th and the 20th, and

Special introductory offer on this dazzling 6-coln set

(sells

for

to the west around the 12th and 28th.
As darkness falls on the evening of the
24th, a waxing gibbous Moon passes
above and to the right of Saturn.

$21^0

elsewhere). Included are finest-quality cent, nickel, dime, quarter, half dollar

and dollar proofs. Deep-struck, frosted engravings contrast with mirror backgrounds. The U.S. Mint sealed display case shows both sides of each coin as
protects their pristine beauty.

Now

a quarter-century old this elegant proof set

116% more

it

is

you bought from our largest
competitor's catalog. Set: $9.95 (#9916). Limit 1. New customers only. Add
^2 postage. 30-Day No-Risk Home Examination: Money-Back Guarantee.
NO unordered coins sent. To order by credit card call toll-free. Or send check
or money order to:
International Coins & Currency
^^ ^'"^S^ ^'^ '^^P^' ^'^^^ Montpelier, VT 05602
gaining vintage status. You'd pay

Order at

wwwJccom.neK many more great deals)

if

The Moon is full on the 2nd at 1 :15 P.M.
Our satellite wanes to last quarter on
the 10th at 2:04 P.M and to new on the
17th at 7:36 A.M. The Moon waxes to
first

quarter

on the 24th

Unless otherwise noted,

all

at

2:36 A.M.

times are eastern

daylight time.

'
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The Amazing Little Giant Ladder System'
lets you work on stairs... in tight spaces...
and safely holds two people.

•

It's

An Extension Ladder

• It's A Stairway Ladder^"
(6 sizes)

(7 sizes)

Won't sway or move - ever!

Feel safe & secure on
and uneven surfaces

stairs

•

It's

A 90-Degree Ladder^"

(3 sizes)
Get close to your work,
even in tight spaces

•

It's

A

Scaffolding Trestle

•

It's

An A- Frame Ladder

(4 heights)

(4 sizes)

Quick & easy access to
hard-to-reach places

Finally,

work side-by-side

quickly

&

easily

Made

24-ladders-in-one

in

U.SA

"The Original"

soYOUcandoitall!

Uh..

:^'f^j^

i\

Ladder Systems

^ -NEW! The
so

it

easily

^ -NEW!
it's

Liglitweight

& weighs 35

do

Departments

- Stores

in

only 4.5' of

lbs

strong, so secure

Fire

yoii

& even easiei- to tjse

^ Compact &
^ So

goes where

& Glide Wheels

Patented Triple-Locking Hinge System'"

safer

space

'

only ladder with Tip

it's

tised

by

tlie

U.S. Military,

& NASA

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR

100°o RISK

FREETRIAL

New

'•"i^T^'ffls 1(800)864-7796
UMiTED TIME OFFER
Type lA 300 pound rated

•

Meets or exceeds

60-Day Money Back Guarantee
all

OSHA & ANSI

requirements

•

•

Wheels!

Lifetime Warranty

Free shipping

& handling

in

the continental U.S. only.

Museum

At the

www.amnh.org

American Museum S Natural History X^

Dinosaurs Walk the Earth
New IMAX

—^Again

Film
more diminutive Triassic
shown on

ever there were a perfect

Ifsubject for the magic

dinosaurs also
screen.

of the large-format

Over the course of the

would be the
prehistoric giants whose
screen,

it

existence

and

viewers follow
gists past

extincotic

tion have captivated

ico tracing

adventure of science and discovery

now showing in the LeFrak IMAX Theater that uses

scientist

scien-

computer-generated images to bring to

life

these magnificent, mystifying creatures from the earliest dinosaurs of the Triassic Period to the monsters of the Cretaceous.

each other, as a sand dune sweeps over them,

sils

until, after millions

literally stop-

and his

An

iio-foot-long

body a vivid contrast

Andrews took along

AMNH paleontolo-

Mike Novacek and Mark Norell, provides audiences with
a unique perspective on the field of paleontology over time.
IMAX films

to the

at the

Museum

are

made

possible by ConEdison.

Elegant Gallery Reopens

ing of a fascinating art show, but the

reopening of the display space

the inaugural exhibition.

a rule,

Hollywood cameraman,

gists

complements the
details, which include magnificent marble moldings.
John James Audubon is, of course,
famous for his bird paintings. However,

As

a

rare early footage, juxtaposed against the IMAX-for-

matted footage of recent expeditions by

of years, erosion

animation, the massive, long-necked sauropod Seismosaurus
its

and adventurer Roy Chapman Andrews,

of mammals that lived alongside the dinosaurs.

Fortunately,

exposes their skeletons for scientists to discover. In another

thunders about,

beauti-

ana Jones, on his seminal expeditions to the Gobi, where he
and his team found hundreds of dinosaurs remains, including
the first Velociraptor, the first dinosaur nest with eggs, and fos-

a Protoceratops die locked in combat, claws and jaws grasping

ping them in their tracks

is

believed to be the inspiration for the fictional character Indi-

In one of the most dramatic sequences, a Velociraptor sind

at

greatest dino-

fully preserved footage from the 1920s of

century. True to that promise, Dinosaurs

tifically accurate,

some of the

saur finds in history. Included

unearthed in the igth

ex-

sandstone buttes of New Mex-

to the

since their fossils were

Alive! is a thrilling

and present from the

expanses of Mongolia's Gobi Desert

human imagination
first

film,

AMNH paleontolo-

it is

the contents of an

lighting also subtly

exhibition hall that merit public

attention. This

month, however, the

Museum celebrates

beautifully restored

not only the open-

Audubon

on the Museum's fourth

itself the

Gallery

gallery has

been painstakingly refurbished, perhaps even surpassing its original 1930s
glory. Double doors open to a serene
rectangular hall, with 19-foot coffered
ceilings graced by eight exquisite lamps,
their large bowls

Audubons:

Mammals

Unknown

of North America,

more than 50 vivid depictions
of mammals, along with artifacts such
as books, Audubon's guns, and select
taxidermy. Most of the mammal images
features

floor.

The 3,000-square-foot

room's architectural

trimmed with metal
The inner

silhouettes of terns in flight.

and wainscoting have
b=en refinished and the walls covered
in a cream linen that was chosen based

appeared in the naturalist's

last great

work. The Viviparous Quadrupeds of
North America, completed with the help
of his two sons, John Woodhouse Audubon and Victor Gifford Aududon, and

Reverend John

doors, moldings,

their father-in-law, the

on remnants of the original

Bachman, who wrote much of the text.
Once the repository of works by
Audubon and such celebrated wildlife

fabric.

New

painters as Louis Agassiz Fuertes,

Joseph Wolf and Francis Lee Jaques,
the original Gallery was designed by

the architectural firm Trowbridge and
Livingston, best

known for its

1935

plan for the then brand-new Hayden

Planetarium, as well as such

landmarks as the

and the

St.

B.

New York

Altman Building

Regis Hotel.

AMNH and the Invisibles
We

tend to think of all things mi-

crobial as agents of disease. But

tion

between microbe

diversity

Karen Newitts
Visual Manager, Retail

and

how

unseen organisms

discussions will address

that are beneficial,

even crucial,

seen majority" profoundly affects the

taining

human

life.

And

mains unknown about

yet

their

much

re-

numbers,

the role they play in the ecosphere,

and

the possible threat posed to their exis-

With

view

a

to raising

the profile of

these essential microorganisms, scientists will

gather on April 26 and 27, for

this "un-

of all other life on Earth, the extent
which conservation practices do or

fate
to

don't take microbial life into account,

and more.

On

tence by environmental change.

the evening of April 26, the

general public

is

entific

audience

Lipkin

Man

vation's

Conservation.

The two-day symposium

Life

on a Changing Planet.

a discussion

human

ary initiative, offering one of the

biodiversity conservation, global

opportunities for microbiologists and

conservation practitioners

geochemists

to wildlife

come together

— from

managers

bio-

—

to

to explore the intersec-

shops.

mate change,

early life

sixth

on Earth, and

gift

Museum

the

this Christ-

newborn

at this writing a

nephew was about

prised with his

it's

in

nephews got

nieces and

from the

mas, and

cli-

the American

Museum's
gifts

health,

crobes as they relate to

at

who works

All five

on the importance of mi-

who works

of Natural History,

having an aunt

Julie Burstein, Studio j6o, leads

represents a significant interdisciplinfirst

Museum

and Nature lecture. Save

of Microbial

NPR's

If
an aunt

2007 Mack

for the

the Center for Biodiversity

Matters: Microbes and Their Role in

there's anything cooler than having

invited to join the sci-

the Microbes, Save the World: The Fate

and Conseri2th annual symposium: Small

and Licensing

conservation. Presentations and panel

there are countless

to sus-

AMNH

PEOPLE AT THE

to be sur-

pair of "little

first

leather dino booties."

even astrobiology.
Please call 212-769-5200 or visit

Karen's job
"look, feel,

http://cbc.amnh.org for details.

is

and

to establish the
style" of the shops,

periodically adjusting the displays

them fresh, and designing
themed shops for special exhibitions.

to keep

PoDCASTS Paved with Gold

She helped create the Gold Shop, and

WWW.AMNH.ORG

is

hard at work on upcoming shops.

Museum

She came to the

years ago after a series of

Now

jobs that were fun but didn't speak

you can take a personal tour of the

Museum's

special exhibition

one of its curators.

First,

to her

CoW with

download

deep love of nature, which

she traces to family

a

podcast to your own portable player,
then follow along with James D. Webster,
Curator and Chairman, AMNH, Depart-

vision. "All

coveted precious metal.

commutes

I

watched the

two hours each way

she

lives

New

Jersey,

where

20 seconds from the beach

with her husband, Gary, a visual de-

the City, the online newsletter of the

Academy of Sciences.

nearly

from Long Branch,

available through an

York

life

Passionate about the sea, Karen

ongoing
collaboration between the American
Museum of Natural History and Science

New

my

nature channels, the PBS's."

This Cold tour, complete with images,

&.

in

zines as a child, and watching tele-

ment of Earth and Planetary Sciences, as
he walks and talks his way from case to
case, exploring the history of this much-

made

summers

Maine, reading Ranger Rick maga-

free

is

eight

retail

signer turned paramedic.

Just visit

Quick to point out that 100 percent

www.amnh.org/podcast, where you will
find the Cold tour with Dr. Webster as
well as downloads of lectures by noted
scientists and authors on a variety of

of shop profits go to supporting Mu-

seum education and
says of her job,

subjects including the CoW-related

that.

Volcanic Activity and Formation of Gold

These are

research. Karen

"It's a
all

feel-good.

I

gifts that give."

love

And

she knows she's done that job well

Deposits.

when, walking through

a

shop, she

overhears a visiting adult or child

nugget
found in the Western Hemisphere, weighs
over 26 pounds.

The "Boot of Cortez," the

The contents of these ^ACES

largest gold

a^e cROViOED -0 ^/J^L'?J^

H

claim,

0.5

"i

have to have

NA-^si. H'S-0*

it!"

ex-

Museum

Events

American Museum

S

EXHIBITIONS
GoU
Through August

ig,

20oy

Cats of Africa

Observe the spring migration

The presentation of both Undersea Oasis

Thursday, 4/ig, y:oo p.m.

of birds

This presentation explores

Museum

Beyorj£^ at

Museum

the American

Natural History

is

made

of

most desired

metal.

Extraordinary geological speci-

Central Park with

in

naturalists.

possible by the

generosity of the Arthur Ross Foundation.

plores the captivating story of

the world's

www.amnh.org

our planetary neighbors.
and

This glittering exhibition ex-

^

Natural History

behaviors of wild cats and
reveals

GLOBAL WEEKENDS
International Earth

how new techniques

in

molecular genetics are helping

Day

Animal Drawing
Eight Thursdays, 4/12-5/33

y:oo-g:oo p.m.

conservation efforts.

Sunday, 4/22, 1:00 p.m.

The celebrated dioramas,

interactive exhibits illuminate

Native American song,

nosaur skeletons, and other

gold's timeless allure.

Japanese drumming, and a

distinctive features of the

Cold is organized by the American
IVluseum of Natural History, New York
(www.amnh.org), in cooperation with The

presentation of dramatic

Museum

photographs celebrate our

intensive after-hours drawing

Houston Museum of Natural Science.

connection to nature.

mens,

This exhibition

The

and

cultural objects,

is

proudly supported by

Tiffany &. Co. Foundation, with

from
American Express* Cold Card.
additional support

Global Weekends are
part, by

made

di-

are the setting for an

course.
possible,

The Coca-Cola Company, the

in

City

Reading Your

New York, the New York City Council,
and the New York City Department of

DNA

of

Three Thursdays, 4/26-^/10

Cultural Affairs.

y:oop.m.

Additional support has been provided by

The

Butterfly Conservatory

Through

the

May and Samuel Rudin

Foundation,

May 28, 2007

Inc.,

Participants will

Family

own DNA

the Tolan Family, and

make their

"fingerprints" in this

the family of Frederick H. Leonhardt.

Visitors mingle with

hands-on workshop.

live, free-

flying butterflies in a tropical

LECTURES

environment.

The Natural History

AND CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMS
FAMILY

of the Bible
Tuesday, 4/10, '/:00 p.m.
Hillel

discusses

Israel's land

and water

Daniel

Identification

how

resources have changed

Tuesday, 4/24, y:oop.m.

Museum

to identify.

Curator Peter Whiteley

Thursday, 4/12, y:oo p.m.

and Margaret A.

Richard Preston evokes the

case the

Wood show-

Museum's Southwest

redwood.

contemporary interpretations.

Marine Mythology

Adventures in the Global

Undersea Oasis:

Tuesday, 4/17, y:oop.m.

Kitchen:

Coral Reef Communities

Richard

by an

2008

photographs

ing

Ellis

shares intrigu-

myths and legends about

"monsters" of the deep

sea.

that flourishes

on

coral reefs.

The

(jAZZVfAPA

Tuesday, 4/24, y:oop.m.

learn about the dandelion with

includes recipes and dishes

Of Human-Robot Bondage

to taste.

images from un-

on

a journey

panel considers

emerging

2007

manned space probes
visitors

possible,

in part,

donor.

take

through

the alien and varied terrain of

reality

how

the

of human-

machine relationships

affects

our understanding of ourselves.
This program

is

made

possible, in part, by

the Allaire Family and Ruth A. Unterberg.

night!5

Incredible,

Art/Sci Collision:

A

Beyond

Exquisite

made

%.
"

R(DSE

Friday, April

Spring Bird Walks in

\/isit
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Ed Viesturs was hailed by National Geographic as one of the strongest high-altitude nnountaineers on
Earth.

He has gazed from the summit

of IVIount Everest six times,

and climbed

8,000-meter mountains, without supplemental oxygen; a feat few people

will
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14 of the world's

ever accomplish. There

are exceptional explorers on this planet - but only one Ed Viesturs.
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